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1. Introduction and Overview 
 
This report summarizes the main empirical findings of my most recent field research on the 
Tlingit language, which was supported by project grant from the National Science Foundation 
(#BCS-1322770). As the grant ended in February of this year, the research reported here 
represents the last of the work supported under that grant.  

This work was carried out in Juneau, AK from 7/15/2017 – 7/22/2017. During my time in 
Juneau, I had the great fortune to work with five exceptional elders, all native speakers of the 
Tlingit language: Yax̱duláḵt (Lillian Austin), Shakʼsháani (Margaret Dutson), Ḵaséix̱ (Selena 
Everson), Ḵ’altseen (Carolyn Martin), and Keihéenák’w (John Martin). I am extremely grateful 
for their generosity and their patience, and for all that they’ve taught me; aatlein gunalchéesh!  
 This year’s study was largely devoted to questions related to how the Tlingit language 
expresses so-called ‘generalities’. I use the label ‘generalities’ to cover both so-called ‘generic 
statements’ and so-called ‘habitual statements’. Generic statements are ones like the English 
sentences under (1); they express the general properties of a kind or type. For example, (1a) 
states that things falling under the kind ‘boy’ generally have the property of loving dogs. 
Sentence (1c) states that things falling under the kind ‘good person’ generally have the property 
of helping others, etc. 
 
(1) Generic Statements in English 
 
 a. Boys love dogs. 
 b. Paper burns. 
 c. A good person helps others. 
 d. Ice melts in the sun. 
 e. Apples are round. 
 
Habitual statements are ones like the English sentences under (2); they express general 
properties, habits, or tendencies of a specific individual. For example, (2a) states that my father 
generally has the property of smoking. Sentence (2d) states that this boat generally has the 
property (or ability) of holding twenty people.  
 
(2) Habitual Statements in English 
 
 a. My father smokes. 
 b. My mother sells books. 
 c. John worked three hours every day. 
 d. This boat holds twenty people. 
 e. This machine cuts grass. 
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Although they may at first seem to be rather different, generics like (1) and habituals like 
(2) are often expressed in similar ways across the world’s languages. For example, in English, 
both generics and habituals are expressed using the simple tenses (simple present and simple 
past). Similarly, as we will see in this report, the Tlingit language expresses both generics and 
habituals using the same morphological forms; in Tlingit, both the so-called ‘imperfective mode’ 
and the so-called ‘habitual mode’ can be used to make either generic or habitual statements. 
Furthermore, for the past 40 years, linguistic theorists have spent a great amount of effort 
studying the meanings of generic and habitual statements, and have found that they possess an 
important underlying unity (Carlson 1977, Carlson 2012, Leslie & Lerner 2016). For these 
reasons, it is fair to group both generics like (1) and habituals like (2) together into a larger 
super-category. Confusingly, linguists often refer to this super-category as ‘generics’ also; to 
keep the terminology clean, however, I will use the term ‘generalities’ mean the super-category 
that comprises both generics and habituals.  
 As mentioned above, the Tlingit language can use either the imperfective mode or the 
habitual mode to express a generality, a fact noted in some detail by Leer (1991: 393-398). This 
ability to express generalities through either the imperfective or a specialized ‘habitual’ form is 
by no means unique to Tlingit. Indeed, it is a pattern observed in a great many of the world’s 
languages (Carlson 2012). Interestingly, in many languages with this kind of arrangement, it has 
been found that the choice of using either imperfective or habitual can have a subtle effect on the 
meaning of the sentence (Carlson 2012). That is, while such languages could use either 
imperfective or habitual morphology to translate an English sentence like (2a), the choice will 
subtly impact the overall meaning of the translation.  

This obviously raises the question of whether similar such effects can be observed for the 
imperfective and habitual modes of Tlingit. While Leer (1991: 393-398) does discuss important 
differences between the Tlingit imperfective and habitual modes, his attention is largely focused 
upon their use in connected habitual narratives. For this reason, I sought to explore the following 
two general questions: (i) are there overall any differences between the Tlingit imperfective and 
habitual in terms of what kinds of generalities they can express, (ii) more specifically, does the 
choice of imperfective or habitual in Tlingit have the kinds of effects that have been reported for 
other languages. In the sections below, I will provide more detail about these overarching 
questions, and how I subdivided them into a number of more specific queries.  

Although the bulk of the work described here concerns the use of the imperfective and 
habitual mode, I also collected some data concerning the use of the so-called ‘ergative 
postposition’ –ch in Tlingit. This is the postposition that can (and sometimes must) mark the 
subject of a transitive sentence; it is boldfaced in (3) below.  
 
(3) Ergative Postposition in Tlingit 
 
 Ax̱  tláach   wé  sakwnéin  aawax̱áa.  
 my  mother.ERG that bread  ate 
 My mother ate the bread.       
 
As explained in Section 13 below, I mainly sought to confirm certain generalizations made by 
Dzéiwsh (James Crippen; PhD Student, UBC) regarding when the ergative postposition must be 
used in a sentence. As I will show, all of Dzéiwsh’s generalizations were confirmed. 
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2. Notes on Methodology 
 
Unless otherwise noted, the data reported below were obtained through interviews with native 
speakers of Tlingit (henceforth ‘the elders’). Each two-hour interview was conducted with 2–3  
elders present, at the Tlingit Language Lab at the University of Alaska Southeast (226 Egan 
Hall).1  

The elders were seated about a central table, with water and snacks within easy reach. 
With the consent of the elders, the meetings were recorded. Recordings were made using a Zoom 
H6 portable digital recorder and two Audio Technica omnidirectional microphones, positioned 
on the central table. During the interviews, I transcribed the sentences and phrases spoken by the 
elders onto a whiteboard provided in the Tlingit Language Lab. This allowed the elders to review 
and correct my transcriptions. These whiteboard transcriptions were then photographed using my 
smartphone. After the conclusion of each interview, I hand-copied those transcriptions from the 
photographs into my notebook, for later reference.  

As the recordings demonstrate, interviews were relaxed in nature. Although there were a 
variety of translation and judgment tasks conducted in each interview, I allowed ample time for 
the elders to speak with one another and converse about any topic they had an interest in. The 
pace of the work was set by the elders, and breaks were taken whenever requested.  

The linguistic tasks themselves were straightforward translation and judgment tasks, 
designed to investigate the questions discussed in Section 1. The translation tasks were of two 
types: (i) translations of single sentences, often relative to a context, and (ii) translations of short 
constructed narratives. The translation tasks involving single sentences proceeded as follows. 
Prior to the interviews, I compiled a number of English sentences whose translations into Tlingit 
I wished to obtain. For many of these sentences, I also constructed a variety of ‘scenarios’ or 
‘contexts’, in order to disambiguate the sentence’s meaning. At the interviews, I would read a 
sentence out loud while also writing it on the aforementioned whiteboard. If the sentence was 
paired with a context or scenario, then I also described out loud that context/scenario. I would 
then ask the elders for the best Tlingit translation of the English sentence on the board, one that 
would naturally fit the context/scenario described to them.  
 The translation tasks involving short constructed narratives were a bit more involved, but 
still quite simple. Again, prior to the interviews, I would construct a short narrative in English, 
about five or six sentences long. During the interview, I wrote the entire short narrative on the 
whiteboard in English, leaving ample space between the sentences. I then read the entire short 
narrative aloud to the elders, so that they would know the overall story to tell. I then asked them 
to translate the English narrative into a Tlingit narrative, proceeding sentence-by-sentence 
through the English narrative. Below each English sentence on the whiteboard, I transcribed the 
Tlingit translations being offered by the elders. Once all the sentences of the narrative were 
translated, I then read back the entire narrative to the elders in Tlingit, so that they could evaluate 
it as a connected story and recommend any further changes.  
 Like the translation tasks above, the judgment tasks put to the elders were quite 
straightforward. Having obtained Tlingit sentences via the translation tasks, I would then slightly 
alter the translation given, and ask speakers whether they could imagine themselves ever using 
the altered translations in the scenarios/contexts being described. If there ever arose 
disagreement between speakers, I would allow them to discuss the forms, and then wait until a 
																																																								
1 Special thanks are owed to the University of Alaska Southeast, and to Professor X̱ʼunei (Lance Twitchell) for 
granting me access to this space. 
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consensus answer was achieved. If no consensus was achieved, then the diversity in judgments is 
recorded in the report below.  
 
3. Tlingit Imperfective and Habitual Modes: Basic Features of Form and Meaning 
 
In this section, I review some basic facts regarding the form and meaning of the Tlingit 
imperfective mode and habitual mode. This section assumes some familiarity with the basic 
morphological description and terminology for Tlingit developed by Leer (1991) and Eggleston 
(2013).  

The imperfective mode is one of the most important and frequently used of the 
‘declarative modes’ identified by Leer (1991). Like in other Na-Dene languages, the exact form 
of an imperfective verb in Tlingit cannot be generally predicted, and must be memorized on a 
case-by-case basis. In general, though, a verbal theme in the imperfective mode bears (i) no 
aspectual or conjugation prefix, (ii) a [-I] classifier, if the verb is non-stative, (iii) a [+I] 
classifier, if the verb is stative, and (iv) a particular stem form, the nature of which is 
unpredictable and must be memorized for each verb. The following provides a basic illustration; 
the primary exponents of the imperfective mode are boldfaced in the morphological 
decompositions below.  
 
(4) Illustrative Imperfective Verbs in Tlingit 2 
 
 a. Non-Stative Verb in Imperfective: 
  Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  adaná 
  Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  a-∅-da-na-’ 
  1sgPOSS father coffee  3O-3S-[d, -I]-drink-STEM.FORM 
  My father drinks coffee. / My father is drinking coffee.    (MD) 3 
 
 b. Stative Verb in Imperfective 

Ax̱       tláach       asix̱án          ax̱           éesh.  
  Ax̱      tláa-ch      a-∅-si-x̱an-y        ax̱            éesh 
  1sgPOSS  mother-ERG   3O-3S-[s, +I]-love-STEM.FORM   1sgPOSS father 
  My mother loves my father.       (LA) 
 

																																																								
2 I employ the following glossing abbreviations, based on those originally developed by Crippen (2013): 1, ‘first 
person’; 2, ‘second person’; 3, ‘third person’; ∅CONJ, ∅-conjugation marker; COMPL, ‘completive’; COP, 
‘copula’; d, ‘D-prefixed classifier’; DEM, ‘demonstrative’; DIST, ‘distributive’; ERG, ‘ergative postposition’; EXH, 
‘exhaustive’; FOC, ‘focus particle’; FUT, ‘future mode’; HAB, ‘habitual mode’; I, ‘I-feature of classifier’; IMPRV, 
‘imperfective mode’; Indef, ‘indefinite’; INST, ‘instrumental’; naCONJ, na-conjugation marker; O, ‘object’; PART, 
‘partitive’; pl (PL) ‘plural’; POSS, ‘possessive prefix’; PRO, ‘pronoun’; PROG, ‘progressive’; PRV, ‘perfective 
mode’; REL, ‘relative clause suffix’; REP, ‘repetitive’; S, ‘subject’; s, ‘S-series classifier’; sg, ‘singular’; 
STEM.FORM, ‘marker of the stem form’; SUB, ‘subordinate clause suffix’.   
3 Throughout this report, I will indicate whether a Tlingit sentence was (i) constructed by myself and judged by the 
elders to be acceptable, or (ii) actually constructed and offered by the elders themselves. In the former case, the 
sentence will be followed by a ‘(C)’, for ‘constructed’. In the latter case, I will write the initials of the speaker who 
provided the sentence: (LA) for Lillian Austin, (MD) for Margaret Dutson, (SE) for Selena Everson, (CM) for 
Carolyn Martin, and (JM) for John Martin. 
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 Following Leer (1991), the habitual mode of a Tlingit verb can be divided into three 
aspectual sub-types: the perfective habitual mode, the imperfective habitual mode, and the future 
habitual mode. The perfective habitual mode is the most morphologically complex, and is 
perhaps etymologically the oldest. In brief, a verbal theme in the perfective habitual mode bears 
(i) the conjugation prefix for the theme, if that theme is na-, ga-, or g̱a- conjugation, (ii) the 
prefix u-, if the theme is ∅-conjugation, (iii) a [-I] classifier, (iv) the suffix –ch. The following 
provides a basic illustration; the primary exponents of the perfective habitual mode are boldfaced 
in the morphological decompositions below.  
 
(5) Illustrative Perfective Habitual Verbs in Tlingit 
 
 a. ∅-Conjugation Verb Theme 
  Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ux̱áaych.      
  ax̱  éesh x̱áat  a-u-∅-∅-x̱a-ch 
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O-∅CONJ-3S-[-I]-eat-HAB 
  My father eats salmon.       (SE) 
 
 b. Non-∅-Conjugation Verb Theme 
  Wé  yaaw   Áakʼw Tí  has nadalʼúx̱ʼch 
  wé  yaaw   Áakʼw Tí  has na-∅-da-lʼuxʼ-ch 
  DEM herring  Auke Bay PL naCONJ-3S-[d, -I]-spawn-HAB 
  Herring spawn in Auke Bay.       (SE) 
 
The imperfective and future habitual modes are morphologically much simpler. According to 
Leer (1991), both are formed by simply adding the habitual auxiliary nooch after the regular 
imperfective or future form of the verb. The following illustrates an imperfective habitual in 
Tlingit; the independent realizations of imperfective and habitual are boldfaced below.4 
 
(6) Illustrative Imperfective Habitual Verb in Tlingit 
 
 Ax̱  tláa   xʼúxʼ  ahóon      nooch. 
 ax̱   tláa  xʼúxʼ a-∅-∅-hun-:     nooch. 
 1sgPOSS mother  book 3O-3S-[-I]-sell- STEM.FORM HAB 
 My mother sells books.         (LA) 
 
 Because the detailed morphological composition of these inflections is not central to the 
ensuing discussion, I will suppress it in the example sentences from now on. That is, I will no 
longer provide morphological analyses of the complex verbal forms in the Tlingit sentences 
below. Instead, as shown in (7) below, I will provide only very rough glosses for Tlingit verbs, 
where the gloss ‘IMPRV’ is given for verbs in the imperfective mode, ‘HAB.PRV’ is given for 
verbs in the perfective habitual mode, and ‘HAB’ alone is given for the habitual auxiliary.  
 
 

																																																								
4 For some speakers, the vowel of the habitual auxiliary is occasionally pronounced short (i.e. nuch) in some 
contexts. Instances of such pronunciation are recorded below.  
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(7) Rough Glossing Conventions for Tlingit Verbs 
 
 a. Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  adaná 
  1sgPOSS father coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink 
  My father drinks coffee. / My father is drinking coffee.   (MD) 
 
 b. Ax̱       tláach       asix̱án         ax̱      éesh. 
  1sgPOSS  mother.ERG    3O.IMPRV.3S.love 1sgPOSS father  
  My mother loves my father.       (LA) 
 
 c. Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ux̱áaych.      
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat 
  My father eats salmon.       (SE) 
 
 d. Wé  yaaw   Áakʼw Tí  has nadalʼúx̱ʼch 
  DEM herring  Auke Bay PL HAB.PRV.3S.spawn 
  Herring spawn in Auke Bay.       (SE) 
 
 e. Ax̱  tláa   xʼúxʼ  ahóon    nooch. 
  1sgPOSS mother  book 3O.IMPRV.3S.sell HAB 
  My mother sells books.       (LA) 
 
 In terms of its meaning, the imperfective mode of Tlingit exhibits the main semantic 
hallmarks of so-called ‘imperfective aspect’ (Deo 2009, Arregui 2014). That is, when the verb is 
stative – as in (4b) – the imperfective mode indicates that the state in question is ‘ongoing’.5 
However, when the verb is non-stative (or, ‘eventive’, ‘dynamic’) – as in (4a) – the imperfective 
mode can be understood in one of two ways. First, it can be understood as expressing that the 
event in question is ‘ongoing’; thus, sentence (4a) can be interpreted as stating that my father is 
presently drinking coffee.6 Secondly – and most important for the present study – a non-stative 
verb in the imperfective mode can be understood as expressing a generality, either a generic or a 
habitual statement. In the case of sentence (4a), because the subject is a specific individual (ax̱ 
éesh ‘my father’), it can be interpreted as a habitual statement, along the lines of its first English 
translation, ‘My father drinks coffee.’ However, when the subject of the imperfective verb is not 
a specific individual – as in sentence (8) below – then the sentence can be understood as making 
a generic statement.  
 
(8) Tuli.aaní   ḵáa   ḵaa eex̱ dashee  
 IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person  IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help  
 A kind person helps people. (Compare to (1c) above)    (MD) 
 

																																																								
5 More technically, imperfective indicates that the state overlaps the time being spoken about, which Leer (1991) 
calls the ‘now-window’ but is more commonly known as either the ‘reference time’ or the ‘topic time’ (Klein 1994).  
6 Again, more properly speaking, the imperfective indicates that the event in question overlaps the so-called ‘topic 
time’, which Leer (1991) calls the ‘now-window’. Thus, since non-tensed verbs in Tlingit can be construed with 
either a present or past topic time, sentence (4a) can also be interpreted as ‘My father was drinking coffee.’ 
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We find, then, that when the imperfective mode is applied to non-stative verb themes, the 
resulting sentence can express both subtypes of generalities in (1)-(2): habituals and generics. 
These generalities, however, can also be expressed by means of the habitual mode in Tlingit. 
Indeed, this is the only meaning that the habitual mode allows in the language. Unlike 
imperfective mode, habitual mode cannot be used to describe ‘ongoing’ events or states. Thus, 
unlike the imperfective in (4a), the minimally different habitual form in (9a) below can only be 
construed as making a habitual statement.  

 
(9) Habitual Mode Expresses Only Generalities (Generics and Habituals) 

 
a Habitual Mode Expressing a Habitual Statement 

Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  adaná    nooch   
1sgPOSS father coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink HAB 

  My father drinks coffee. (NOT: My father is drinking coffee)       (MD, LA) 
 

b. Habitual Mode Expressing a Generic Statement 
Ḵúnáx̱  si.áatʼi    héen  ultʼíxʼch    
very IMPRV.3S.cold.REL water HAB.PRV.3S.freeze 

  Very cold water freezes. (NOT: Some very cold water is freezing.) (MD) 
 
Similarly, when the subject of a habitual verb is not a specific individual – as in (9b) above – 
then the sentence expresses a generic statement. Again, such sentences cannot be used to 
describe an ongoing event, as indicated above. The sentences in (10) below further illustrate this 
key feature of the habitual mode. 
 
(10) Habitual Mode Cannot Describe Ongoing Events 
 

Scenario: Some dogs are barking outside. 
 
 a. Yeedát gáanxʼ  áwé  asháa    wé     keitl.   
  now outside.at FOC IMPRV.3S.bark DEM dog 
  Dogs are barking outside now.      (C) 
 
 b. # Yeedát gáanxʼ  áwé  asháa       nooch wé     keitl.   
      now    outside.at FOC IMPRV.3S.bark HAB DEM dog (C) 
  Judgments: Not acceptable in this scenario. (MD)(LA) 
  Speaker Comment: “Nooch means ‘sometimes’” (SE) 
 
 It therefore seems that the habitual mode of Tlingit has a more specific meaning than the 
imperfective mode; while the imperfective mode can describe either ongoing events/states or 
generalities, the habitual mode can only describe generalities. However, Leer (1991: 393-398) 
observes that the precise meanings of the imperfective and the habitual modes do not exactly 
overlap. That is, when an imperfective verb in Tlingit describes a generality, it does not have 
exactly the same meaning as a corresponding habitual verb. In particular, Leer (1991: 393-398) 
observes that habitual mode verbs behave somewhat differently in connected narratives from 
imperfective verbs, even when the latter are interpreted generically or habitually. We will 
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examine these facts in closer detail later; for now, though, they simply raise the point that the 
meaning of the habitual mode verb in (9a) is not exactly the same as the imperfective mode verb 
in (4a), even when the latter is understood habitually. 
 As mentioned in Section 1, this state of affairs is by no means unusual in the world’s 
languages. As noted by Carlson (2012), a variety of different languages from numerous different 
families have been reported to have a system similar to that described for Tlingit above. That is, 
verbs (or ‘predicates’) in these languages can take on a so-called ‘imperfective’ aspect, where 
they describe either (i) ongoing events/states, or (ii) generalities (generics and habituals). 
Additionally, in these languages, verbs can take on a specifically ‘habitual’ aspect, where they 
describe generalities, but not ongoing events/states. Finally, as summarized by Carlson (2012), 
linguists documenting such languages have also noted that the specifically habitual forms do not 
have exactly the same meaning as the imperfective forms, even when those are construed as 
generics/habituals. The actual differences of course can vary from language to language, but 
Carlson (2012) observes a few key tendencies among the reported descriptions.  
 This of course raises the question of whether the meanings of the imperfective mode and 
the habitual mode in Tlingit can be observed to contrast in ways reported for similar inflectional 
forms in other languages. That is, does the use of imperfective (or habitual) mode in Tlingit have 
the kinds of subtle semantic effects that have been observed for imperfective (or habitual) forms 
in other languages? In the sections below, I detail a preliminary study aimed at answering this 
question. In each section and subsection, I describe the pattern or phenomenon that has been 
reported for other languages, and then present data showing that Tlingit either does or does not 
exhibit that kind of effect.  
 
4. Subtypes of Generics and Habituals, and Their Expression in Tlingit 
 
Carlson (2005, 2008) observes that upon closer scrutiny, both generic and habitual statements 
seem to be semantically heterogeneous. That is, while such statements intuitively share a core 
meaning, the kinds of patterns in the world that they describe are actually quite varied. Carlson 
notes that typical instances can be divided up into at least the following subcategories. 
 
(11) Patterns that Habitual and Generic Statements Can Express (Carlson 2005, 2008) 
 
 a. Types of Patterns in Habitual Statements 
  (i) Habits:  John bites his fingernails. 
  (ii) Capacities:  Cheryl high jumps nearly two meters. 
  (iii) Occupations/Duties: Robert works for the government. 
  (iv) Functions:  This machine makes bottles. 
 
 b. Types of Patterns in Generic Statements 
  (i) Disposition:  Glass breaks easily. 
  (ii) Capacities:  Birds fly. 
  (iii) Rules of Games: Bishops move diagonally. 
  (iv) Moral Injunctions: A wise man listens more than he speaks. 
  (v) Ideals:   Boy Scouts tell the truth. 
  (vi) Job Duties:  The janitor keeps the hallways clear of trash. 
  (vii) Customs:  Gifts are given at Christmas. 
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Despite this apparent heterogeneity, Carlson (2008) notes that it is a “persistent feature across 
languages” that the same grammatical means are used to express all these different kinds of 
generalities. That is, as noted earlier in Section 1, no language has yet been found that uses 
distinct morpho-syntactic constructions to express the distinct subtypes of generalities above. 
This of course suggests that human beings perceive a core unity to these various types of 
patterns, and so employ constructions with a meaning general enough to cover all of them.  
 For this reason, I sought to confirm that Tlingit indeed uses the same grammatical 
devices – that is, imperfective and/or habitual mode – to express all the different subtypes of 
generalities above. As shown below, Tlingit indeed behaves like all other languages for which 
this question has been examined. Though this is perhaps not at all surprising, this exercise has 
the material benefit of providing many examples of habituals and generics in the language, 
which can be of much use in addressing (and raising) other, more interesting questions. 
 
4.1 Subtypes of Habitual Statements Expressed by Imperfective and Habitual Mode 
 
In this subsection, I document the expression in Tlingit of the different subtypes of habitual 
statements listed in (11a) above. It should be noted that Carlson (2005, 2008) does not provide 
explicit definitions for these different categories, but instead gives a few illustrative examples of 
each. Therefore, I base my claim that Tlingit expresses these categories in the ways cataloged 
below on the fact that (i) these examples are intuitively similar to those given by Carlson (2005, 
2008), and (ii) these examples also fit the intuitive meaning of the category label provided by 
Carlson.  
 
4.1.1 Personal Habits 
  
As shown below, sentences describing the personal habits of an individual can be expressed in 
Tlingit using either the imperfective mode (12) or the habitual mode (13).  
 
(12) Personal Habits Described with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. Sh x̱ʼadasʼeeḵ   ax̱   éesh      
  IMPRV.3S.smoke 1sgPOSS father  

My father smokes        (SE) 
 
 b. Ax̱       éesh  tlákw   sh x̱ʼadasʼeeḵ    
  1sgPOSS father always  IMPRV.3S.smoke 
  My father always smokes.       (JM) 
 
 c. Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  adaná.     
  1sgPOSS father coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink 

My father drinks coffee.         (MD)(JM) 
 
 d. Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  tlákw  adaná    
  1sgPOSS father coffee  always 3O.IMPRV.3S.drink 
  My father always drinks coffee      (MD) 
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e. Ax̱   éesh  tlákw  káaxwee  adaná    
  1sgPOSS father always coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink  

My father always drinks coffee.      (MD) 
 

f. Ax̱   éeshch   tʼá   ax̱á.      
  1sgPOSS father.ERG king.salmon 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat  

 My father eats king salmon       (MD) 
 
(13) Personal Habits Described with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. Ax̱   éesh  ḵúnáx̱  sh x̱ʼadasʼeeḵ   nuch    
  1sgPOSS father really IMPRV.3S.smoke HAB   
  My father really smoked (a lot).      (JM) 
 
 b. Ax̱   éesh  káaxwee  adaná    nuch    
  1sgPOSS father coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink HAB  
  My father drinks coffee          (MD)(LA) 
 
 c. Ax̱   éesh  ax̱á    nooch  wé  tʼá.    
  1sgPOSS father 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB DEM king.salmon. 
  My father eats king salmon       (C) 
 
 d. Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ux̱áaych.      
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat  
  My father eats salmon.       (SE) 
 

e. Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ax̱áa    nooch.  
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB  
  My father eats salmon.        (SE) 
 
 f. Ax̱   éesh  chʼa  tlákw  ax̱áa    nooch  wé  x̱áat.   
  1sgPOSS father just always 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB DEM salmon 
  My father always eats salmon.      (SE) 
 
 g. Wé  x̱áat  chʼa  tlákw  ax̱áa    nooch   ax̱   éesh  
  DEM salmon just always 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB 1sgPOSS father 
  My father always eats salmon.      (SE) 
 
 h. Tlákw  násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jinaneich   Jáan. 
  always three hour through HAB.PRV.3S.work John 
  John always worked three hours.      (MD) 
 
 i. Chʼa  tlákw  yagiyee Jáan  násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jinaneich.  
  just always day  John three hour through HAB.PRV.3S.work 
  John worked three hours every day.      (LA) 
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 j. Jáan  chʼa  tlákw  yagiyee násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jinaneich.   
  John just always day   three hour through HAB.PRV.3S.work 
  John worked three hours every day.      (LA) 
 
 k. Tlákw  áwé  aku.éikw   nooch  du   yéi jinéiyi  
  always FOC IMPRV.3S.whistle HAB 3.POSS work 
  
  yéi adaaneiyí .   

3O.IMPRV.3S.do.SUB  
  He always whistles while heʼs doing his work.    (JM) 
 
 l. Tlákw  áwé  aku.éikw   nooch  yéi jinéiyi 
  always FOC IMPRV.3S.whistle HAB IMPRV.3S.work.SUB 
  He always whistles while he works.      (SE) 
 
The following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were offered by the elders 
in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here to have as complete 
a record of the data as possible. 
 
(14) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Du   x̱ʼéi  kaawanák      wé      sʼeiḵ.  
  3.POSS mouth PRV.3S.become.habit  DEM smoke  
  Smoke (smoking) has become a habit (for his mouth).   (LA) 
 
 b. Tlákw  áwé  ax̱   éesh  wé  sʼeeḵ  du   x̱ʼéidáx̱  
  always FOC 1sgPOSS father DEM smoke 3.POSS mouth.from 
 
  shután 
  IMPRV.3S.open(?) 
  Smoke was always coming from my fatherʼs mouth.     (JM) 
 
 c. Du   x̱ʼéi  kaawanák      wé      káaxwee 

3.POSS mouth PRV.3S.become.habit  DEM coffee 
  Coffee has become a habit (for his mouth).     (LA) 
 
 d. Du   x̱ʼéix̱   woodaa  wé  káaxwee.  
  3.POSS  mouth.at PRV.3S.flow DEM  coffee 
  He got used to the taste of coffee        (MD)(LA) 
 
 e. Káaxwee  du   x̱ʼéi   yakʼéi    
  coffee  3.POSS mouth.at IMPRV.3S.good 
  He likes coffee.        (SE) 
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 f. Ax̱   éesh  du  x̱ʼéi   yakʼéi         wé      tʼá.  
  1sgPOSS father 3POSS mouth.at IMPRV.3S.good  DEM  king.salmon  
  My father likes king salmon       (LA) 
 
 g. X̱áat   du  x̱ʼéi   yakʼéi    ax̱   éesh. 
  Salmon 3POSS mouth.at IMPRV.3S.good 1sgPOSS father 
  My father likes salmon.       (SE) 
 
4.1.2 Capacities 
 
As shown below, sentences describing the capacities or capabilities of an individual can be 
expressed in Tlingit using either the imperfective mode (15) or the habitual mode (16).  
 
(15) Capacities/Capabilities Described with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. (i) Scenario: This boat is big enough to hold 20 people. 
 
  (ii) English Prompt: “This boat holds twenty people.” 
 
  (iii) Tlingit Translations Offered: 7 
 
   1. Tleiḵáa  ḵu.oo   yei alshátch    yá  yaakw 
    twenty   person 3O.IMPRV.3S.hold.REP DEM boat 
    This boat holds twenty people     (SE) 
 
   2. Tleiḵáa  lingít   yei alshátch    yá  yaakw 
    twenty   person 3O.IMPRV.3S.hold.REP DEM boat 
    This boat holds twenty people     (JM) 
 

b. (i) Scenario: Sue is able to dance well. She doesn’t often dance, but when  
she does, it’s really great.   

 
  (ii) English Prompt: “Sue dances well.” 
 
  (iii) Tlingit Translation Accepted: 
   Kʼidéin  alʼeix̱.  
   well  IMPRV.3S.dance 
   She dances well.       (C) 
 

c. (i) Scenario: Bill doesn’t dance often, but he does occasionally get to dance  
with his wife. It’s one of the things they do sometimes.  

 

																																																								
7 Both the verbs in (15aiii) bear ‘repetitive/iterative/frequentative’ morphology. Leer (1991: 398-401) notes that the 
combination of imperfective mode in Tlingit with this ‘repetitive/iterative/frequentative’ morphology sometimes 
appears equivalent in meaning to ‘perfective habitual’ mode. In this report, I will put this issue aside, and will 
simply categorize such verbs as ‘imperfective’.     
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 (ii) English Prompt: “Bill dances with his wife.” 
 
 (iii) Tlingit Translations Offered: 8, 9 

 
  1. Du   x̱án.aa   kei dultóolch 
   3.POSS wife  3O.IMPRV.3S.spin.REP 

    He makes his wife spin.     (JM) 
 

  2. Du   x̱án.aa   yóo dudlitóolk 
   3.POSS wife  3O.IMPRV.3S.spin.REP 

    He makes his wife spin.     (SE) 10 
 

  3. Du   éen.aa   yóo dudlitóolk 
   3.POSS partner  3O.IMPRV.3S.spin.REP 

    He makes his partner spin.     (SE) 
 
(16) Capacities/Capabilities Described with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. (i) Scenario: [Same as (15b)] 
 
  (ii) English Prompt: “Sue dances well.” 
 
  (iii) Tlingit Translation Accepted: 
   Kʼidéin  alʼeix   nooch. 
   well  IMPRV.3S.dance HAB 
   She dances well.       (C) 
 

b. (i) Scenario: My father doesn’t eat salmon often, but he doesn’t refuse it  
when offered. It’s one of the things that he will eat.  

 
 (ii) English Prompt: “My father eats salmon.” 
 
 (iii) Tlingit Translation Accepted: 

Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ux̱áaych.     
   1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat  
   My father eats salmon. (Compare to (13d))    (C) 
 
The following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were offered by the elders 
in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here for completeness. 
 

																																																								
8 Note that, once again, the verbs in (15ciii) bear ‘repetitive/iterative/frequentative’ morphology.  
9 Both JM and SE note that in order to really clarify that Bill and his wife only dance ‘sometimes’, it is better to add 
the adverbial wáa nanein sá ‘sometimes’.  
10 The difference between JM’s verbal form in (15ciii) and SE’s verbal forms reflects a disagreement over the 
conjugation class of the verb theme li-tool ‘make spin’. JM inflects the verb as if it is a ga-conjugation verb, while 
SE inflects it as if it is a na-conjugation verb.  
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(17) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Ḵúnáx̱ áwé  ayagóok    alʼeix̱. 
  really FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.know.how IMPRV.3S.dance 
  She really knows how to dance.      (SE) 
 
 b. Yaa nasʼásʼ     áwé  ashigóok.  
  PROG.IMPRV.3S.dance.sliding.feet FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.know.how 
  He knows how to dance (by sliding feet).     (JM) 
  Note: Speaker reported that the dancing described here is waltzing.  
 
 c. Ḵúnáx̱ yóo koohánk  
  really IMPRV.3S.dance.dipping.REP 
  He really dips (while dancing).      (SE) 

Note: Speaker reported that the dancing described here involves dipping your 
partner. 

 
 d. Yasátk. 
  IMPRV.3S.fast 
  She is fast.         (LA) 
 
 e. Yagóot   wé  shaawát.  
  IMPRV.3S.run.fast DEM woman 
  That woman runs fast.           (MD)(LA) 
 
 f. Yagóot   wé  shaat kʼátsʼku  
  IMPRV.3S.run.fast DEM girl 
  That girl runs fast.           (MD)(LA) 
 
4.1.3 Occupations and Duties 
 
As shown below, sentences describing the occupation or duties of an individual can be expressed 
in Tlingit using either the imperfective mode (18) or the habitual mode (19).  
 
(18) Occupations/Duties Described with Imperfective Mode 
 

a. Wé  sgóon  jeeyís  áwé  yéi jiné   yeedát.    
  DEM school for FOC IMPRV.3S.work now 
  He works for the school now.       (JM) 
 
 b. Ax̱   éesh  wé  sgóonxʼ áwé  yéi jiné   yeedát. 
  1sgPOSS father DEM school   FOC IMPRV.3S.work now 
  My father works at the school now.      (SE) 
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 c. Ax̱   tláa  xʼúxʼ  ahóon.   
  1sgPOSS mother book 3O.IMPRV.3S.sell 
  My mother sells books .       (MD) 
 
 d. Xʼúxʼ  ahóon    ax̱   tláa   

 book 3O.IMPRV.3S.sell 1sgPOSS mother 
 My mother sells books.       (LA) 

 
 e. Wé  sʼíxʼ  aka.óosʼ    washéen  tsú  
  DEM dish 3O.IMPRV.3S.wash.REL machine also 
 

at x̱alayéix̱   
  3O.IMPRV.1sgS.use 
  I also use (load) the dishwasher. (i.e., it’s one of my assigned chores) (JM) 
 
(19) Occupations/Duties Described with Habitual Mode 
 

a. Ax̱   tláa  xʼúxʼ  ahóon    nooch.  
  1sgPOSS mother book 3O.IMPRV.3S.sell HAB 
  My mother sells books.       (LA) 
 
 b. Ax̱   tláa  xʼúxʼ  nahúnch 
  1sgPOSS mother book 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.sell 
  My mother sells books.       (C) 
 
Although both imperfective and habitual mode can be used to describe occupations or duties, we 
will also see later in Section 11 that the choice can depend upon whether the work or duties in 
question have actually begun yet.  
 Finally, the following sentence is thematically related to those above; it is included here 
in the interests of completeness.  
 
(20) Sentence Thematically Related to Those Above 
 Wé  sʼíx’  ka.úsʼ   sʼaatíx̱   wusitee 
 DEM dish washing master.at PRV.3S.be. 
 He became the master dishwasher.       (SE) 
 
4.1.4 Functions 
 
As shown below, sentences describing the function of a particular entity can be expressed in 
Tlingit using either the imperfective mode (21) or the habitual mode (22).  
 
(21) Functions Described with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. Wé  washéen  chookán  alxáash.     
  DEM machine grass  3O.IMPRV.3S.cut 
  That machine [a lawnmower] cuts grass.     (SE) 
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 b. Yá  washéen  kayaaní  axásht. 
  DEM machine leaf  3O.IMPRV.3S.cut 
  This machine [a lawnmower] cuts leaves (of grass).    (LA) 11 
 
 c. Yá  washéen  kayaaní  akaxásht. 
  DEM machine leaf  3O.IMPRV.3S.cut.into.pieces 
  This machine [a lawnmower] cuts leaves (of grass) into pieces.  (MD) 
 
(22) Functions Described with Habitual Mode 
 

a. Yá  washéen  kayaaní  akaxáshti     nooch.  
  DEM machine leaf  3O.IMPRV.3S.cut.into.pieces HAB 

This machine [a lawnmower] cuts leaves (of grass) into pieces.  (LA) 
 
 b. Wé  washéen  chookán  alxáash   nooch. 
  DEM machine grass  3O.IMPRV.3S.cut HAB 
  That machine [a lawnmower] cuts grass.     (C) 
 
Although both imperfective and habitual mode can be used to describe the functions of 
something, we will also see later in Section 11 that the choice can depend upon whether the thing 
in question has actually been used yet.  

Finally, the following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were offered 
by the elders in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here for 
completeness. 
 
(23) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Chookán alxáash    át  áyá.  Ḵúnáx̱  yéesx̱  sitee. 
  grass    3O.IMPRV.3S.cut.REL thing COP really new.at IMPRV.3S.be 
  This is a grass-cutter. It’s really new.      (SE) 
 
 b. Kayaaní   at akaxáshti        át  
  leaf     3O.IMPRV.3S.cut.into.pieces.REL   thing 
  Lawnmower (Lit. ‘Thing that cuts leaves into pieces.’)   (LA) 
 
4.2 Subtypes of Generic Statements Expressed by Imperfective and Habitual Mode 
 
In this subsection, I document the expression in Tlingit of the different subtypes of generic 
statements listed in (11b) above.12 Again, Carlson (2005, 2008) does not provide explicit 
definitions for the various subcategories in (11b), but rather gives illustrative examples. In the 
sections below, the Tlingit data I provide are intuitively similar to those illustrative examples, 
and also fit the intuitive meaning of the category labels provided by Carlson. 
																																																								
11 The verbal form in (21b) is an alternative ‘secondary’ imperfective form for the verb meaning ‘cut’ (Leer 1991).  
12 I do not, however, document the way that Tlingit expresses ‘rules of a game’ (11biii). I was simply unable at the 
time to construct a natural enough example to test with the elders. Given the results for the other subtypes in (11b), 
however, I fully expect that ‘rules of a game’ would pattern identically. 
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4.2.1 Dispositions 
 
As shown below, both the imperfective (24) and the habitual mode (25) in Tlingit can be used to 
describe the ‘natural dispositions’ that certain kinds of things have.  
 
(24) Natural Dispositions Described with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. G̱agaanch  laléix̱     wé  tʼéexʼ    
  sun.INST IMPRV.3S.melt.REP  DEM ice 
  Ice melts in the sun  (~ Ice melts with/from the sun)   (SE) 
 

b. Tlé  tláakw  áwé  wé       tʼéexʼ  yei laléich,            awdigaaní  
  then slowly FOC DEM   ice      IMPRV.3S.melt.REP   IMPRV.3S.sunny.SUB 
  Ice melts slowly when it is sunny.      (JM) 13 
 
 c. Gán  at wulihaash. 
  wood IMPRV.3S.float 
  Wood floats around.        (JM) 14 
 
 d. Gán  yaa nalhásh.   
  wood PROG.IMPRV.3S.float 
  Wood floats along.        (JM) 

 
e. Gán  lahásh.    

  wood IMPRV.3S.float 
  Wood floats.         (SE) 
 
 f. Táakwxʼ  ḵúnáx̱  si.áatʼ    wé  héen. 
  winter.at very IMPRV.3S.cold DEM water 
  Water is very cold in the winter.      (LA) 
 
 g. Ḵúnáx̱  si.áatʼ    wé  héen  táakwxʼ. 
  very IMPRV.3S.cold DEM water winter.at 
  Water is very cold in the winter.      (LA) 
 
 h. Chʼa  tlákw   si.áatʼ    wé  héen  táakwxʼ.  
  just always  IMPRV.3S.cold DEM water winter.at 
  Water is always very cold in winter.      (MD) 
  
 

																																																								
13 Both the imperfective verb forms in (24a,b) bear repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology. The difference 
between those verbal forms reflects a disagreement between SE and JM over the conjugation class of the verbal 
theme la-laa ‘melt’. SE inflects the verb as if it is ∅-conjugation, while JM inflects it as if it is g̱a-conjugation. 
14 Technically speaking, the morphological form of the verb in (24c) is perfective. However, the verb bears so-
called ‘perambulative’ morphology, and so surprisingly (and irregularly) the perfective mode takes on the semantics 
of the imperfective mode (Leer 1991: 307). 
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 i. Kei ḵuyéḵch     wé  keitl. 
  IndefO.IMPRV.3S.bite.REP  DEM dog 
  Dogs bite (people).                  (MD) 15 
 
 j. Kei ḵuyéḵch     wé  keitl du tóox̱ ḵuwuteeyí 

IndefO.IMPRV.3S.bite.REP  DEM dog  PRV.3S.be.frightened.SUB 
Dogs bite (people) when they’re frightened.     (MD) 

 
k. Akoolx̱édli,   kei ḵuyéḵch    

  IMPRV.3S.scared IndefO.IMPRV.3S.bite.REP 
  When they’re scared, they bite.      (MD) 
 
 l. Tlél  yei s ḵustáxʼch    akeelx̱éidli 
  NEG PL.IndefO.IMPRV.3S.bite.REP IMPRV.2sgS.scared 
  They don’t bite when you’re scared.      (SE) 
 
 m. Xóots   tʼá   ax̱á 
  brown.bear king.salmon 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat 
  Brown bears eat king salmon.       (MD) 
 
 n. Tʼá   ax̱á    wé  xóots. 
  king.salmon 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat DEM brown.bear 
  Brown bears eat king salmon.       (LA) 
 
 o. Wé  xóots   x̱áat   áwé  ax̱á.     
  DEM brown.bear salmon  FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat 
  Brown bears eat salmon.        (JM) 
 

p. Dóosh áwé  kutʼseen  has alʼóon.   
  cat FOC mice  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt  
  Cats hunt mice.        (MD) 
 
 q. Wé  kʼisáani  áwé  keitlxʼ   has asix̱án    
  DEM boy  FOC dog.PL  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.love 
  Boys love dogs               (JM)(SE) 
 
 r. Chʼa  tlákw  áwé  has asix̱án    keitl,  wé  kʼisáani 
  just always FOC PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.love dog DEM boy  
  Boys always love dogs.  (SE) 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
15 All the verbal forms in (24i, j, k, l) bear repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology. The verb form in (24l) 
differs in that it uses a different verbal theme meaning ‘bite’.  
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(25) Natural Dispositions Described with Habitual Mode 
 

a. G̱agaanch  ulléich     wé  tʼéexʼ     
sun.INST HAB.PRV.3S.melt.REP DEM ice 

  Ice melts in the sun  (~ Ice melts with/from the sun)   (SE) 
 
 b. Xʼúxʼ  kei ugáanch   
  paper up  HAB.PRV.3S.burn  
  Paper burns.         (MD) 
 
 c. Ḵúnáx̱  si.áatʼi    héen  ultʼíxʼch    
  very IMPRV.3S.cold.REL water HAB.PRV.freeze  

Very cold water freezes.       (MD) 
 
 d. Ḵúnáx̱ si.áatʼ    nuch  wé  héen  táakwxʼ.  
  Very IMPRV.3S.cold HAB DEM water winter.at 
  Water is very cold in winter.       (LA) 
 
 e. Wé  xóots   x̱áat   áwé  ax̱áa    nooch. 
  DEM brown.bear salmon  FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB 
  Brown bears eat salmon.       (SE) 
 
 f. Wé  xóots   x̱áat   áwé  ux̱áaych 
  DEM brown.bear salmon  FOC 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat 
  Brown bears eat salmon.       (C) 
  
 g. Taan   yaakw  át jidagútch. 
  sea.lion boat 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.attack 
  Sea lions attack boats.        (MD) 
 
 h. Taan   át jidagútch   wé  yaakw 
  sea.lion 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.attack DEM boat 
  Sea lions attack boats.        (LA) 
  
 i. Wé  yaakw  át jidagútch    wé  taan. 
  DEM boat 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.attack DEM sea.lion 
  Sea lions attack boats.        (LA) 
 
 j. Yaakw  át jidagútch    wé  taan.  
  boat  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.attack DEM sea.lion 
  Sea lions attack boats.        (LA) 
 
 k. Kutʼseen  at analʼóonch    dóosh.   
  mouse      3O.HAB.PRV.3S.hunt cat 
  Cats hunt mice.        (LA) 
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l. Dóosh  áwé  kutʼseen  has alʼóon   nooch.  
  cat FOC mice  3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt HAB 
  Cats hunt mice.        (C) 
 
 m. Has asix̱án    nooch  keitl,  wé  kʼisáani   
  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.love HAB dog DEM boy 
  Boys love dogs         (C) 
 
 n. Has usx̱ánch    keitl,  wé  kʼisáani     
  PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.love dog DEM boy 
  Boys love dogs.        (SE) 16 
 
 o. Geeshoo ḵúnáx̱ lachán   nooch. 
  pig  really IMPRV.3S.stink HAB 
  Pigs really stink.     (Story & Naish 1973: 213) 
 
The following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were offered by the elders 
in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here to have as complete 
a record of the data as possible. 
 
(26) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 

a. Ḵúnáx̱ si.áatʼ    wé  héen.  Wudlitʼíxʼ.   
 very IMPRV.3S.cold DEM water PRV.3S.freeze 
 The water is very cold. It froze.      (LA) 

  
 b. Yeedát  wudlitʼíxʼ   wé  héen. 
  Now  PRV.3S.freeze  DEM water 
  Now the water has frozen.       (MD) 
 
 c. G̱agaanch  wuliláa   wé  tʼéexʼ 
  sun.INST PRV.3S.melt.REP DEM ice 
  The ice has melted in the sun. (~ The ice has melted with/from the sun) (SE) 
 
 d. Wé  tʼéexʼ  awliláa 
  DEM ice 3O.PRV.3S.melt 
  He melted the ice.        (SE) 
 
 e. Gán   haash.ádi 
  wood float.thing  
  Debris caught up when the currents come together.    (JM) 
  Note: Does not have to be just wood. 
 
 
																																																								
16 Note that although the verbal theme si-x̱an ‘love’ is recorded as being ga-conjugation (Leer 1991; Edwards 
2009), it is inflected here as if it is ∅-conjugation.  
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 f. Gán lahásh  aagáa  yaa nx̱agút.  
  driftwood 3O.for PROG.IMPRV.1sgS.walk 
  I’m gathering driftwood. (Lit. ‘I’m walking along for driftwood’.)  (SE) 
 
 g. Du  x̱ʼéi   yakʼéi    wé  tʼá.    
  3POSS mouth.at IMPRV.3S.good DEM king.salmon 
  He likes king salmon.          (LA)(MD) 
 
4.2.2 Capacities  
 
As shown below, both the imperfective (27) and the habitual mode (28) in Tlingit can be used to 
describe the characteristic capacities or capabilities that certain kinds of things have.  
 
(27) Capacities/Capabilities Described with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. Yéil  kei daḵínch.   
  raven IMPRV.3S.fly.REP 

Ravens fly.         (LA) 17 
 

b. Kei daḵínch   wé  yéil   
 IMPRV.3S.fly.REP DEM raven 
 Ravens fly.            (LA)(MD) 

 
c. Tsʼítskw  at shí.       

  songbird IMPRV.3S.sing  
 Songbirds sing         (SE) 

 
 d. Keitl  asháa.      
  dog IMPRV.3S.bark 
  Dogs bark.           (MD)(LA) 
 
 e. Chʼa  tlákw  asháa.     
  just always IMPRV.3S.bark 

They [dogs] always bark.       (LA) 
 
 f. Tlákw  áwé  has asháa   wé  keitl.      
  always FOC PL.IMPRV.3S.bark DEM dog 
  Dogs always bark.        (JM)  
 

g. Keitl  asháa         
  dog IMPRV.3S.bark 
  Dogs bark.         (SE) 
 
 

																																																								
17 The imperfective verbs in (27a,b) both also bear repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology. 
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(28) Capacities/Capabilities Described with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. X̱áat   at nahínch.   
  salmon  HAB.PRV.3S.swim. 

Salmon swim         (MD) 
 

 b. Tsʼítskw  has at shée   nooch.      
  songbird PL.IMPRV.3S.sing HAB 
  Songbirds sing.        (SE) 
 

c. A  x̱oo.aa    tlákw  has at shée   nooch.    
  3POSS vicinity.PART always PL.IMPRV.3S.sing HAB   
  Some of them sing all the time.       (JM) 
 
 d. Chʼa  tlákw   asháa   nooch  wé  keitl.   
  Just always  IMPRV.bark HAB DEM dog 
  Dogs always bark.        (C) 
 
 e. Keitl  asháa    nooch.       
  dog IMPRV.3S.bark HAB 
  Dogs bark.         (C) 
 
The following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were offered by the elders 
in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here to have as complete 
a record of the data as possible. 
 
(29) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 

a. Wé  yéi kudzigéiyi   tsʼítskw  ashí    áwé   
  DEM IMPRV.little.REL bird  IMPRV.3S.sing FOC 
 

has ashigóok 
  PL.IMPRV.3S.know.how  

The little songbirds know how to sing.     (JM) 
 
 b. A  x̱oo.aa   has aligaaw.   
  3POSS vicinity.PART PL.IMPRV.3S.loud 
  Some of them [songbirds] are really loud.     (JM) 
 
 c. Keitl  has du tuwáa sigóo  ashaayí.   
  Dog PL.IMPRV.3S.want IMPRV.3S.bark.SUB 
  Dogs want to bark.            (SE)(CM) 
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4.2.3 Moral Injunctions 
 
As shown below, both the imperfective (30) and the habitual mode (31) in Tlingit can be used to 
express certain moral injunctions, holding over people in general.  
 
(30) Moral Injunctions Expressed with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  ḵaa eex̱ dashee .   
  IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help 
  A kind person helps others.       (MD) 
 
 b. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  ḵoox̱ dashee    
  IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help 

A kind person helps others.        (LA) 18 
 
 c. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  tlákw  ḵaa eex̱ dashee.   

IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person always IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help 
  A kind person always helps others.       (MD) 
  
 d. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  tlákw  ḵoox̱ dashee   
  IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person always IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help 
  A kind person always helps others.      (LA) 
 
(31) Moral Injunctions Expressed with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  tlákw  ḵoox̱ udasheech 
  IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person always IndefO.HAB.PRV.3S.help 
  A kind person always helps others.      (C) 
 
 b. Lisʼaag̱i   ḵáa chʼa tlákw    yéi jinéi  nooch. 
  IMPRV.3S.ambitious.REL man just always    IMPRV.3S.work HAB 
  An ambitious man works all the time.   (Story & Naish 1973: 249) 
 
4.2.4 Ideals 
 
As shown below, the habitual mode in Tlingit can be used to express the ideals that hold for 
certain kinds of things (e.g. teachers). Unfortunately, I did not confirm whether imperfective 
mode could also be used to express this concept. However, given the similarity between the 
sentences in (32) and the ones in (30) expressing ‘moral injunctions’ – as well as the ones in (33) 
below, expressing ‘job duties’ – it’s highly likely that imperfective mode is also possible here.  
 
 

																																																								
18 The principle difference between the verb forms in (30a) and (30b) is that in the latter, the indefinite human 
pronominal ḵu combines directly with the postposition –x̱. In sentence (30a), however, ḵu functions a possessor to 
the ‘dummy noun’ ée, which combines with the postposition –x̱. The same difference holds between the verb forms 
in (30c) and (30d).  
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(32) Ideals Expressed with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. Ḵáa eet latóowu  shaawát  ḵáa x̱ʼéidáx̱    
  teacher   woman  IndefO.mouth.from  
 
  ḵus.áx̱chi    nooch áa at latóowu    ḵu.oo 
  IndefO.IMPRV.3S.listen HAB IMPRV.3S.study.REL person 
  A teacher listens to her students.      (MD) 
 
 b. Ḵáa eet latóowu  shaawát  ḵáa x̱ʼéidáx̱    
  teacher   woman  IndefO.mouth.from 
  

 ḵus.áx̱chi    nooch  áxʼ at latóowu    at yátxʼi 
  IndefO.IMPRV.3S.listen HAB IMPRV.3S.study.REL children 
  A teacher listens to her students.      (LA) 
 
4.2.5 Job Duties 
 
As shown below, both the imperfective (33) and the habitual mode (34) in Tlingit can be used to 
express the duties/obligations holding over certain kinds of jobs.  
 
(33) Job Duties Expressed with Imperfective Mode 
 

Wé  at sa.ée  sʼaatí  wé  sʼíxʼ  a.óosʼ    tsú  
DEM cooking master DEM dish 3O.IMPRV.3S.clean also  
 
yéi adaané 
3O.IMPRV.3S.do 
The chief cook also does the dishwashing.      (JM) 

 
(34) Job Duties Expressed with Habitual Mode 
 

Wé  at sa.ée  sʼaatí  wé  sʼíxʼ  a.óosʼ    tsú  
 DEM cooking master DEM dish 3O.IMPRV.3S.clean also 
 
 tlákw   yéi adaané   nooch 
 always  3O.IMPRV.3S.do HAB 
 The chief cook also always does the dishwashing.     (CM) 
 
4.2.6 Customs 
 
Finally, as shown below, both the imperfective (35) and the habitual mode (36) in Tlingit can be 
used to express customs and customary practices.  
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(35) Customs Expressed with Imperfective Mode 
 
 a. Christmas káxʼ  wooch  éex’  at yaduldláḵxʼw.   
  Christmas for  RECIP to         IndefO.IMPRV.IndefS.give.permanently 
  People give things to each other for Christmas.        (MD)(LA)  
 
 b. X̱ʼagáaxʼ daakahídixʼ áwé at kashéexʼ shi     áa  dushí. 
  church.at  FOC song.of.praise     3PRO.at 3O.IMPRV.3S.sing 
  Songs of praise are sung in church.    (Edwards 2009: 222) 
 
(36) Customs Expressed with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. Ḵu.éexʼ  has at shéeyich. 
  ḵu.éexʼ .at PL.HAB.PRV.3S.sing 
  They sing at a ḵu.éexʼ.        (MD) 
 
 b. Áxʼ   has at shée   nooch  ḵu.éexʼ 
  3PRO.at PL.IMPRV.3S.sing HAB ḵu.éexʼ  
  They sing at a ḵu.éexʼ.        (LA) 
 
 c. Ḵu.éexʼ  ḵaa   daat  has at shée   nooch. 
  ḵu.éexʼ  Indef.POSS about PL.IMPRV.3S.sing HAB 
  They sing about people at a ḵu.éexʼ.      (MD) 
 
4.3 Some Additional Observations and Generalizations 
 
We’ve just seen the preceding subsections that both the imperfective mode and the habitual 
mode in Tlingit can express all the various subtypes of generalities outlined by Carlson (2005, 
2008). Of course, since no language has yet been found to grammatically distinguish those 
subtypes, this isn’t very surprising. However, when looking across the many example sentences 
above, a few interesting additional observations can be made. 
 First, it’s worth noting that both perfective habitual (5) and imperfective habitual (6) can 
be used to express these various types of generalities. Of the habitual sentences above, many are 
perfective habitual ((13d, h, i, j), (16b), (19b), (25a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, n), (28a), (31), (36a)), and 
many are imperfective habitual ((13a, b, c, e, f, g, k, l), (16a), (19a), (22a,b), (25d, e, l, m), (28b, 
c, d, e), (32), (34), (36b,c)). Indeed, there are some clear cases of free variation, two sentences 
expressing the same general meaning and differing only in whether the habitual is perfective or 
imperfective. Such a case is illustrated below.  
 
(37) Perfective Habitual and Imperfective Habitual Interchangeable in a Generality 
 

a. Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ux̱áaych.      
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat  
  My father eats salmon.       (SE) 
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b. Ax̱   éesh  x̱áat   ax̱áa    nooch.  
  1sgPOSS father salmon  3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB  
  My father eats salmon.        (SE) 
 
This of course raises the question of what is the exact semantic contrast between these two 
habitual forms, a question addressed in some detail by Leer (1991: 398-404). We will return to 
this question in Section 5 below, where I provide some novel independent evidence for Leer’s 
(1991) analysis. For the moment, though, it is worth noting simply that isolated generic/habitual 
statements of the kind given above can be expressed equally well in Tlingit with either the 
perfective habitual or the imperfective habitual.  
 A second pattern worth noting in the data above is that the subject of a generic sentence 
in Tlingit can be modified with a demonstrative. This kind of sentence is illustrated below, and 
can also be seen in the following examples: (24a, b, f, g, h, i, j, n, o, q, r), (25a, d, e, f, i, j, m, n), 
(27b, f), (28d), (33), (34) 
 
(38) Subjects of Generics Modified by Demonstratives 
 

a. G̱agaanch  laléix̱     wé  tʼéexʼ    
  sun.INST IMPRV.3S.melt.REP  DEM ice 
  Ice melts in the sun  (~ Ice melts with/from the sun)   (SE) 
 

b. Wé  xóots   x̱áat   áwé  ax̱áa    nooch. 
  DEM brown.bear salmon  FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.eat HAB 
  Brown bears eat salmon.       (SE) 
 

c. Kei daḵínch   wé  yéil   
 IMPRV.3S.fly.REP DEM raven 
 Ravens fly.            (LA)(MD) 

 
d. Wé  at sa.ée  sʼaatí  wé  sʼíxʼ  a.óosʼ    tsú  

DEM cooking master DEM dish 3O.IMPRV.3S.clean also  
 

yéi adaané 
3O.IMPRV.3S.do 
The chief cook also does the dishwashing.     (JM) 

 
Of course, it is not required for the subject of a generic statement to be modified by a 
demonstrative. Such subjects can also be bare, as illustrated below and in the following 
sentences: (24c, d, e, m, p), (25b, c, g, h, k, l), (27a, c, d, g), (28a, b, e), (30a, b, c, d), (31), 
(32a,b) 
 
(39) Bare Subjects of Generics  
 

a. Gán  yaa nalhásh.   
  wood PROG.IMPRV.3S.float 
  Wood floats along.        (JM) 
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b. Xʼúxʼ  kei ugáanch   
  paper up  HAB.PRV.3S.burn  
  Paper burns.         (MD) 

 
c. Yéil  kei daḵínch.   

  raven IMPRV.3S.fly.REP 
Ravens fly.         (LA) 

 
d. Tuli.aaní   ḵáa  ḵaa eex̱ dashee .   

  IMPRV.3S.kind.REL person IndefO.IMPRV.3S.help 
  A kind person helps others.       (MD) 
 
Looking across the many sentences in (24)-(36), it seems that when a demonstrative does modify 
a generic subject, it is always the ‘medio-distal’ demonstrative wé. Furthermore, it seems that 
when a generic subject is not modified by a demonstrative, then it is always preverbal. Future 
work should test these generalizations through additional judgment tasks with elders.   
 The ability for subjects of generic statements to appear either with or without a 
demonstrative is reminiscent of a similar optionality in English. As illustrated below, the subject 
of a generic statement in English can appear either bare (40a), with the definite article (40b), or 
with the indefinite article (40c).  
 
(40) Bare, Definite, and Indefinite Subjects of Generic Statements in English 

 
a. Brown bears eat salmon. 

 b. The brown bear eats salmon. 
 c. A brown bear eats salmon. 
 
This apparent optionality in English has been studied in some detail by linguists over the years 
(Krifka et al. 1995, Greenburg 2003, Carlson 2009). Importantly, it has been found that it is only 
apparent; that is, there are important subtle differences in meaning between using a bare subject 
(40a), a definite subject (40b), or an indefinite subject (40c) in an English generic statement. In 
Section 6 below, I will examine whether similar contrasts at all hold for the use of bare vs. 
demonstrative-marked subjects in Tlingit generics.  
 
5. The Contrast Between Perfective and Imperfective Habitual Mode 
 
As noted above, in simple isolated statements like (37), speakers of Tlingit can freely use either 
the perfective or imperfective habitual mode to express a generality. However, in more complex 
sentences and discourses, the semantic contrast between these modes appears, a fact noted in 
detail by Leer (1991: 398-404).  

It would be beyond the scope of this report to provide a fully accurate summary of Leerʼs 
(1991) analysis of Tlingit habitual mode.  However, to simplify somewhat, it would be fair to say 
that under Leerʼs account, the choice between imperfective vs. perfective habitual mode affects 
whether the action described by the habitual verb happens during or after other events being 
described in the discourse. To get a sense of this distinction, consider the English sentences in 
(41) below.  
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(41) Plain vs. Progressive Habituals in English 
 
 a. Whenever we arrive at his house, he always sings. 
 b. Whenever we arrive at his house, he is always singing.  
 
Both sentences (41a) and (41b) are habitual statements in English; however, sentence (41b) 
differs in that the verb also appears in the progressive construction is singing. This difference has 
an intuitive effect upon the overall meaning of these sentences. In sentence (41a), where the verb 
is in the simple present, the time of the singing is understood to follow the time we arrive at his 
house. That is, in sentence (41a), we arrive at his house, and then he sings. In sentence (41b), 
however, the time of his singing is understood to overlap the time when we arrive. That is, in 
sentence (41b), when we arrive at his house, he is already singing.  
 Leer (1991) more-or-less claims that this same distinction is signaled in Tlingit through 
the use of imperfective or perfective habitual mode. Simplifying somewhat, an imperfective 
habitual has a meaning akin to the English progressive habitual in (41b); it places the action 
described by the habitual verb during the other events of the narrative/discourse. Similarly, a 
perfective habitual has a meaning akin to the English plain habitual in (41a); it places the action 
of the habitual after other events of the narrative/discourse.19 Again, this is simplifying Leerʼs 
(1991) analysis somewhat, but that analysis does indeed predict that the use of imperfective vs. 
perfective habitual mode should have an effect similar to that observed in (41) for English. As 
shown below, this is an accurate prediction.  
 
(42) Perfective vs. Imperfective Habitual Mode in Tlingit 
 
 a. (i) Scenario: Whenever we arrive at his house, he then sings for us (~ (41a)) 
 
  (ii) Tlingit Sentences Offered / Accepted 
 
   1. Tlákw  du x̱ánt   wutu.ádi,  
    always 3POSS vicinity.to PRV.1plS.walk.SUB 
 
    yakʼéiyi   shí  áwé  du  x̱ʼéidáx̱ 
    IMPRV.3S.good.REL song FOC 3POSS mouth.from 
     
    daak  us.áx̱ch. 
    out 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.sing.prolonged 
    Whenever we visit him, he sings out a good song.  (JM) 
 
   2. Tlákw  du x̱ánt   wutu.ádi,  
    always 3POSS vicinity.to PRV.1plS.walk.SUB 
 

																																																								
19 Furthermore, Leer (1991) claims that future habituals – which are not discussed in this report – place the action of 
the habitual in the future of the other events in the narrative/discourse. Thus, they are somewhat akin to English 
habitual statements like the following: 

(i) Whenever we arrive at his house, he is about to sing.  
I was unable to elicit future habituals in my interviews, and so I will not discuss them in this report.  
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    at nasheech 
    HAB.PRV.3S.sing 
    Whenever we visit him, he sings.    (C) 20 
 
 b. (i) Scenario: Whenever we see him, he’s always (in the middle of) singing.  
 

(ii) Tlingit Sentence Offered. 
   Wutusateení,   chʼa  tlákw   at shée   nooch.  
   PRV.1plS.see.SUB just always  IMPRV.3S.sing HAB 
   Whenever we see him, he’s always singning.    (SE) 

 
In the scenario in (42ai), the action described by the habitual verb occurs after the other 

event in the discourse (i.e., our arrival at his house). Consequently, speakers use and accept the 
habitual perfective in describing the scenario. Furthermore, in the scenario under (42bi), the 
action described by the habitual verb occurs during the other event in the discourse. 
Consequently, speakers use the imperfective habitual in describing the scenario. We therefore 
find in (42) independent support for Leer’s (1991) overall analysis of the contrast between 
imperfective and perfective habitual mode in Tlingit.  
 
6. Subjects, Demonstrative Marking, and Essential vs. Inessential Properties 
 
As noted earlier in Section 4.3, it is possible in English for the subject of a generic statement to 
appear bare (43a,d), modified by a definite article (43b,e), or modified by an indefinite article 
(43c,f).  
 
(43) Bare, Definite, and Indefinite Subjects of Generic Statements in English 
 
 a. Cats hunt mice.  d. Apples are round. 
 b. The cat hunts mice.  e. The apple is round. 
 c. A cat hunts mice.   f. An apple is round.  
 
Interestingly, it has been observed that the choice between using a bare subject (43a,d) and using 
a subject modified by an article (43b,c,d,e) can have an effect on how the generality in question 
is understood (Krifka et al. 1995, Greenburg 2003, Carlson 2009).  

To begin, let us observe that when the subject of a generic sentence is bare (43a,d), the 
property being applied to the subject can be either (i) essential or definitional of the kind of thing 
the subject is, or (ii) not essential/definitional of that kind of thing. For example, in sentence 
(43a), the property of ‘hunting mice’ is relatively essential or definitional to something being a 
cat; similarly, in sentence (43b), the property of ‘being round’ is relatively essential or 
definitional to something being an apple. But, now consider sentences like those in (44) below.  
 
(44) Non-Essential Properties in Generic Statements of English 
 
 a. Cats live in houses.  b. Apples are sold in bags. 
																																																								
20 Both JM and SE disliked the second sentence in (42aii), on the grounds that it sounds a bit too crude. In JM’s 
words, “it sounds like he’s saying ‘oh here they come, I’d better start singing’.” 
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Although both (44a) and (44b) are true – cats do commonly live in houses (these days), and 
apples are commonly sold in bags (these days) – these aren’t really essential or definitional 
properties of being a ‘cat’ or an ‘apple’. Put differently, it’s intuitively somehow in the nature of 
being a cat that the thing hunts mice, but not that it lives in a house. Similarly, it’s in some sense 
in the nature of being an apple that the thing is round, but not that it’s sold in bags.  
 Thus, we find that when the subject of a generic sentence is bare, the predicate of the 
sentence could be describing an essential/definitional property of the subject, or it might not be. 
Importantly – and puzzlingly – this flexibility does not hold when the subject of the generic is 
modified by an article. Note the contrast between the true (and natural) sentences in (44) and the 
rather bizarre (and false) sentences in (45) 
 
(45) Non-Essential Properties in English Generics Need Bare Subjects 
 a. ?? The cat lives in a house. c. ?? The apple is sold in a bag. 
 b. ?? A cat lives in a house. d. ?? An apple is sold in a bag. 
 
Intuitively, the sentences in (45) sound ‘weird’/‘wrong’ because they seem to be saying that 
either (i) living in a house is somehow ‘in the nature’ of being a cat, or (ii) being sold in bags is 
somehow ‘in the nature’ of being an apple. Thus, when the subject of a generic sentence in 
English is modified by an article, the predicate of the sentence must be understood as being an 
‘essential’ or ‘definitional’ property holding of the subject. 
 Now let us again recall that, as noted in Section 4.3, the subjects of generic statements in 
Tlingit can – like those of English – be either bare or modified by a demonstrative. This of 
course raises the question of whether the presence of the demonstrative in a Tlingit generic 
statement at all has an effect similar to the presence of an article in an English generic. That is, 
when the subject of a Tlingit generic statement is modified by a demonstrative, must the 
predicate of the statement then be understood as ‘definitional’ or ‘essential’ for the subject?   
 As shown below, the answer seems to be ‘no’. All the following sentences were offered 
and accepted by the elders as natural and true.  
 
(46) Essential and Non-Essential Properties in Tlingit Generic Statements 
 

a. Wé  xʼáaxʼ  kʼwátʼ yáx̱  kadixwásʼ.    
DEM  apple round  IMPRV.3S.resemeble 

  Apples are round.        (MD) 
 

b. Chʼa  yeisú  gwéil  tóoxʼ   yei yatee    wé  xʼáax.   
Just still bag inside.at IMPRV.3S.dwell/stay  DEM apple 

 Apples stay (are kept) in bags.      (MD) 
 
 c. Wé  dóosh  áwé  kutsʼeen  alʼóon. 
  DEM cat FOC mice  3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt 
  Cats hunt mice.        (C) 
 
 d. Wé  dóosh  áwé  neilxʼ   yéi has yatee.  
  DEM cat FOC home.at PL.IMPRV.3S.dwell/stay 
  Cats live in homes.        (MD) 
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I assume (quite naturally) that the Tlingit elders who produced and judged these sentences – who 
are entirely fluent speakers of English – share the common beliefs about what are ‘essential’ and 
‘non-essential’ properties of cats and apples. That is, the elders share the common belief that it is 
not ‘essential’, ‘definitional’, or ‘in the nature’ of being a cat that the thing lives in a house; 
similarly, I assume that they share the common belief that being (sold) in a bag is not 
essential/definitional/in-the-nature-of being an apple. With this in mind, the possibility of 
sentences like (46b) and (46d) demonstrate that the subject of a Tlingit generic sentence can be 
modified by a demonstrative without that sentence being understood as describing an essential 
property of the subject.  
 In summary, it appears that the presence/absence of a demonstrative on the subject of a 
Tlingit generic statement does not have an effect akin to the presence/absence of an article on the 
subject of an English generic. Of course, whether it has some other kind of semantic effect 
remains to be studied in future work. In closing, though, I will simply observe that – like in 
English – it is possible for bare subjects in Tlingit generic sentences to combine with both 
‘essential’ and ‘non-essential’ predicates.  
 
(47) Essential and Non-Essential Properties in Tlingit Generic Statements 
 

a. Dóosh  áwé  kutʼseen  has alʼóon.   
  cat FOC mice  3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt 
  Cats hunt mice.        (MD) 
  
 b. Dóosh  áwé  neilxʼ   yéi yatee. 
  Cat FOC home.at IMPRV.3S.dwell/stay 
  Cats live in homes.        (LA) 
 
7. Habitual Mode, Stative Verbs, and Iterativity 
 
We saw earlier in (9)-(10) that verbs in the habitual mode of Tlingit are not able to describe 
ongoing events, while verbs in the imperfective mode are. In a similar way, stative verbs in the 
habitual mode are not able to describe ongoing states, unlike stative verbs in the imperfective 
mode. What is the meaning, though, of a stative verb in the habitual mode? As we will see here, 
when a stative verb in Tlingit bears the habitual mode, several different effects are possible.  

First, if the subject of the verb is a singular, specific individual, the sentence can be 
understood as saying that the state in question holds of the subject on many separate occasions. 
For example, in sentence (48a) below, the verb bears imperfective mode, and so the sentence can 
be understood as saying that my father (currently) loves my mother.  
 
(48) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Singular Subject Imply Iterativity/Repetition 
 
 a. Ax̱  éesh  asix̱án    ax̱   tláa    
  1sgPOSS father 3O.IMPRV.3S.love 1sgPOSS mother 
  My father loves my mother.       (SE) 
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 b. ?? Ax̱   éesh  ax̱   tláa  asix̱án    nooch 
  1sgPOSS father 1sgPOSS mother 3O.IMPRV.3S.love HAB 
  My father often/always loves my mother.     (C) 
 

Speaker Comment:  “[Sentence (48b)] means my dad loves my mom occasionally 
or intermittently.” (JM) 

 
In sentence (48b) however, the verb bears habitual mode, and so cannot have the same ‘ongoing’ 
meaning as (48a). Instead, sentence (48b) asserts that there are many different separable 
occasions of my father loving my mom. Thus, sentence (48b) implies that my dad’s love for my 
mom is merely intermittent; it comes and goes repeatedly. For this reason, the elders found the 
meaning of sentence (48b) to be strange or humorous. Of course, if a different stative predicate is 
used, then this ‘iterative’ or ‘repetitive’ effect of the habitual mode needn’t sound odd. For 
example, the state of being happy is one that naturally comes and goes. Consequently, the elders 
found the use of habitual mode in sentence (49b) below to be quite acceptable.  
 
(49) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Singular Subject Imply Iterativity/Repetition 
 
 a.  Ax̱   éesh  chʼa  tlákw   du tuwóo sigóo.  
  1sgPOSS father just always  IMPRV.3S.happy 
  My father is always happy.       (LA) 
 
 b. Ax̱   éesh  chʼa  tlákw   du tuwóo sigóo nooch 
  1sgPOSS father just always  IMPRV.3S.happy HAB 
  My father is always happy.       (C) 
 
On the other hand, if the predicate describes a state that never changes – such as the state of 
being a man – then speakers find the use of habitual mode entirely unacceptable. 
 
(50) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Singular Subject Imply Iterativity/Repetition 
 

a. Ax̱   éesh  ḵáax̱   sitee.    
 1sgPOSS father man.at  IMPRV.3S.be 
 My father is a man.        (C) 
 
b. * Ax̱   éesh  ḵáax̱   nasteecb.    
 1sgPOSS father man.at  HAB.PRV.3S.be    
 Speaker Comments:  

<Laughter> (MD), (LA). “He’s a man once in a while!” (MD) 
 
 In the sentences above, the subject of the stative predicate is singular and specific. If the 
subject is instead plural, then there are two different effects that the habitual mode can have. 
First, if the state in question holds the entire plurality, then an ‘iterative’ or ‘repetitive’ 
interpretation is again possible. For example, in sentence (51a), the stative verbal theme sha-ya-
di-haa ‘be many/numerous’ is one that holds of an entire plurality of things. After all, a single 
entity cannot ‘be many’ or ‘be numerous’; only a plurality of things can be. Thus, sentence (51a) 
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– which has the imperfective mode – states that the plurality of mosquitos presently has the 
property of being numerous (the ‘ongoing state’ interpretation of the imperfective). 
 
(51) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Plural Subject Can Imply Iterativity 

 
a. Has shayadihéin   wé  táaxʼaa     
 PL.IMPRV.3S.be.many DEM mosquito 
 Mosquitos are numerous.       (SE) 

 
b. Has shayadihéin   nooch wé  táaxʼaa     
 PL.IMPRV.3S.be.many HAB DEM mosquito 
 Mosquitos are (often) numerous.      (C) 

 
  Speaker Comments:  
  “It’s okay if you restrict it.” <Offers sentences (51c,d) instead> (SE) 
 
 c. Ḵutaanxʼ  has shayadihéin  nooch  wé  táaxʼaa  
  summer.in PL.IMPRV.3S.be.many HAB DEM mosquito 
  Mosquitos are (often) numerous in the summer.    (SE) 
  
 d. Ḵutaanxʼ  has shayandahéich  wé  táaxʼaa  
  summer.in PL.HAB.PRV.3S.be.many DEM mosquito 
  Mosquitos are (often) numerous in the summer.    (SE) 
 
In sentences (51b, c, d), however, the verb bears the habitual mode. Consequently, the sentence 
is understood as saying that there are many different separable occasions of mosquitos being 
numerous. Thus, sentences (51b, c, d) imply that their numerosity is intermittent; it comes and 
goes. As a result, speakers found the sentences in (51c,d) to be more natural, since the adverb 
ḵutaanxʼ ‘in the summer’ explicitly delimits the times when the state of ‘being numerous’ holds 
for the subject.21 
  Again, though, the acceptability of such ‘iterative’ interpretations of habitual statives 
depends upon whether the state naturally comes and goes. If the state is more-or-less permanent, 
then the acceptability the habitual mode diminishes. For example, the state of ‘being rare’ is 
commonly understood to always hold of gold. Consequently, speakers found it odd to use 
habitual mode in a sentence like (52b).  
 
(52) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Plural Subject Can Imply Iterativity 
 
 a. Góon  diyéshḵ    
  gold IMPRV.3S.rare 

Gold is rare.         (JM)(MD) 
 

																																																								
21 In the course of eliciting these sentences and judgments, the following thematically related sentence was offered: 
 (i) Ḵusax̱aḵwáan  du  kʼélʼtʼi  tóodáx̱       áwé  ḵuwdzitee  wé  táaxʼaa  
  cannibal  3POSS ashes inside.from FOC PRV.3S.born DEM mosquito 

Mosquitos were born from the ashes of the cannibal.     (JM) 
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 b. ?? Góon  diyéshḵ  nooch.    
      gold  IMPRV.3S.rare HAB 

Gold is (often/sometimes) rare.      (C) 
  Speaker Comment:  “No; it’s rare all the time” (SE) 
 
Furthermore, the state of something existing never ‘comes and goes’. Therefore, speakers 
categorically rejected habitual mode in sentences like (53b) below. 
 
(53) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Plural Subject Can Imply Iterativity 
 
 a. Kéet   ḵwáani  ḵudzitee     
  killer.whale people  IMPRV.3S.exist 
  Killer whale people exist.       (JM) 
 
 b. * Kéet   ḵwáani  ḵudzitee  nooch. 22  
     Killer.whale people  IMPRV.3S.exist HAB    
 
 Importantly, in the immediately preceding sentences, the subject is plural and the stative 
predicate holds of the entire plurality denoted by the subject. It is also possible, though, for a 
plural subject to combine with a predicate that holds instead of the individual elements of the 
plurality. For example, in sentence (54a) below, the predicate ‘be black’ principally holds of 
individual ravens, rather than the plurality of all ravens.   
 
(54) Stative Verbs in Habitual Mode with Plural Subject Can Imply Distributivity 23 
 
 a. Yéil  tʼoochʼ yáx̱  has dag̱aatee.  
  raven black  PL.IMPRV.DIST.3S.be 
  Ravens are black.        (MD) 
 
 b. Yéil  tʼoochʼ yáx̱  nateech.  
  raven black  HAB.PRV.3S.be 
  Ravens are black.        (C) 
																																																								
22 In the course of eliciting these sentences and judgments, the following thematically related sentences were also 
offered: 
 (i) Has du        yakg̱wahéiyagu  tsú  ḵudzitee 
  PL.3POSS   spirit   also IMPRV.3S.exist 
  They (the killer whale people) also have a spirit.     (JM) 
 (ii) Dsískʼ  tlél ḵustí. 
  boogeyman NEG IMPRV.3S.exist 
  The boogeyman doesnʼt exist.       (SE) 
 (iii) Tlél  ḵustí   wé  yéil  koox̱édlaa 
  NEG IMPRV.3S.exist DEM raven scare.INSTR 
  Things that scare ravens donʼt exist.      (JM) 
23 In the course of eliciting these sentences and judgments, the following thematically related sentence was also 
offered: 
 (i) Yéil  ḵux̱  has kawdliyeech. 
  raven back PL.PRV.3S.fly 
  The ravens flew back.            (MD)(LA) 
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Interestingly, when a stative verb can get this kind of ‘distributive’ interpretation over the plural 
subject, it is possible for the stative verb to bear habitual mode without any implied iterativity. 
Note that being black is not a property that ‘comes and goes’ for ravens; it holds permanently. 
Nevertheless, the habitual mode in sentence (54b) is perfectly acceptable to speakers; it need not 
imply that the ravens’ blackness is merely occasional or intermittent.  
 Why doesn’t the habitual stative verb in (54b) imply iterativity or repetition? Why 
doesn’t this sentence imply that ravens are black only occasionally or intermittently? One answer 
might go as follows. Let us assume that, as proposed by Leer (1991), the habitual mode implies 
that there are many states/events of the kind denoted by the predicate. So, for example, putting 
si-x̱an ‘love’ in the habitual mode implies many loving states/events, putting sha-ya-di-haa ‘be 
numerous’ in the habitual implies many states of being numerous, and putting t’ooch’ yax̱ ya-tee 
‘be black’ in the habitual implies many states of being black. When the subject of such a 
predicate is a singular, specific individual – as in (48)-(50) – the resulting sentence therefore 
implies many states of that individual having that property; thus, many occasions of my father 
loving my mother (48b). When the subject is plural and the predicate holds of the entire plurality 
– as in (51)-(53) – the resulting sentence again implies many states of that plurality having that 
property; thus, many occasions of the mosquitos being numerous (51b). Finally, in a sentence 
like (54b) – where the predicate holds of the individuals making up the plural subject – the many 
states implied by the habitual verb can each hold of a different such individual. That is, in 
sentence (54b), habitual mode is acceptable because each raven’s being black is a different, 
separable state of being black. In other words, because each raven has a separate permanent state 
of being black, there are multiple states of ‘blackness’ – even though the property of being black 
never changes for a single individual. Consequently, the habitual mode can be used in such 
sentences, and needn’t imply that the state in question ‘comes and goes’.  
 Whether or not this is the right explanation for sentences like (54b), the effect in question 
is quite robust. For example, consider the predicate in sentence (55a) below, ‘eat my cooking 
only once’. Clearly, this is a predicate that can never hold multiple times for a single entity. After 
all, if somebody eats something ‘only once’, they can never eat that thing ‘only once’ again; if 
they eat it again, they’ll have eaten it twice.  
 
(55) Habitual Mode with Plural Subject Can Imply Distributivity 
 
 a. Lingít  ax̱       atgas.éeyi  chʼas tleixʼdahéen  áwé        ax̱éix̱   
  people 1sgPOSS  cooking just    once        FOC      3O.IMPRV.3S.eat.REP 
  People eat my cooking only once.      (LA) 
 
 b. Ldakát ḵáach   ax̱   atgas.éeyi  chʼás  tleixʼdahéen  
  all person.ERG 1sgPOSS cooking only once 
 
  has oox̱áaych.  
  PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat 
  All people eat my cooking only once.      (MD) 
 
 c. Ldakát ḵáach   ax̱   atgas.éeyi  chʼás  tleixʼdahéen  
  all person.ERG 1sgPOSS cooking only once 
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  has dux̱áaych.  
  PL.3O.HAB.PRV.IndefS.eat 
  All people eat my cooking only once.      (MD) 
 
 d. Lingít  ax̱       atgas.éeyi  chʼás  tleixʼdahéen   has oox̱áach.  
  person 1sgPOSS  cooking just once            PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.eat 
  People eat my cooking only once.      (LA) 
 
 e. Lingít  ax̱       atgas.éeyi  chʼás  tleixʼdahéen   has dux̱áach.  
  person 1sgPOSS  cooking just once            PL.3O.HAB.PRV.IndefS.eat 
  People eat my cooking only once.      (LA) 
 
Importantly, even though ‘eat my cooking only once’ can never hold multiple times for a single 
person, the habitual mode is used in sentences (55b, c, d, e).24 This is strikingly similar to the 
acceptability of habitual mode in sentence (54b). Again, the predicate ‘eat my cooking only 
once’ principally holds – not of the plural subject ‘people’ – but instead of the single individual 
persons making up the plural subject. When multiple such individuals each satisfy the predicate 
‘eat my cooking only once’, there are therefore multiple events of ‘eating my cooking only once’ 
(each holding of a different individual). Consequently, the meaning of the habitual mode will be 
satisfied, and so it will be acceptable to use the habitual mode in sentences like (55b, c, d, e), 
even though the predicate cannot hold multiple times for a single individual. 
 In closing, the following sentences are thematically related to those above, and were 
offered by the elders in the course of composing the preceding sentences. They are recorded here 
to have as complete a record of the data as possible.  
 
(56) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Wé  ḵu.oo  tléixʼdahéen  yei ḵusteech.   
  DEM person once  IMPRV.3S.exist.REP 
  People live only once.                  (MD) 25 
 
 b. Tlexʼdahéen  yei ḵusteech   wé  ḵu.oo.   
  once  IMPRV.3S.exist.REP DEM person 
  People live only once.        (LA) 
 
 c. Wé  dóosh  ḵu.aa  gooshúḵ áwé  yatee   yá  has du          ḵusteeyí  
  DEM cat though nine   FOC IMPRV.3S.be DEM PL.3POSS life 
  A cat, though, has nine lives.       (JM) 
 
 d. Tleixʼdahéen  áwé  has akg̱wax̱áa. 
  once  FOC PL.3O.FUT.3S.eat 
  They will eat it only once.       (SE) 
																																																								
24 Furthermore, it’s also worth noting that repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology is used in sentence (55a).  
25 Note that the verbs in sentences (56a,b) bear repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology, even though the 
predicate ‘live once’ cannot hold multiple times of a single individual. This indicates that this repetitive morphology 
can have a ‘distributive’ interpretation akin to that observed for habitual mode in (54) and (55).  
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8. Habitual Mode and Adverbs 
 
In this section, we will examine how the meaning of the habitual mode does – and does not – 
interact with different types of adverbs. First, we will consider so-called ‘quantifying adverbs’ 
like tlákw ‘always’. We will then consider so-called ‘iterative adverbs’ like tleidooshúdahéen 
‘six times’. Finally, we will examine so-called ‘time-span adverbs’ like tleiḵáa táakw x̱ʼáanáx̱ 
‘for twenty years’ and tatgé ‘yesterday’. 
 
8.1 Habitual Mode and Quantifying Adverbs 
 
Leer (1991: 405) observes that there is a “pronounced preference” to use the habitual mode when 
the verb is modified by certain adverbs. Among these adverbs, Leer (1991: 406) includes so-
called ‘quantifying adverbs’ like waa ng̱aneen sá ‘sometimes’ and tlákw ‘always’. This 
preference to use habitual mode when the verb is modified by tlákw ‘always’ can also be seen in 
our own sentences above; of the sentences above that include tlákw, 15/26 use the habitual mode.  
 As Leer (1991: 408) also notes, however, this “pronounced preference” is merely a 
preference, and is not a hard-and-fast requirement. That is, it is also possible to use tlákw 
‘always’ with a verb in the imperfective mode. Indeed, of the sentences above that include tlákw, 
11/26 use the imperfective mode. In some cases, the choice of either imperfective or habitual 
mode with tlákw ‘always’ seems to be entirely free, as illustrated below. 
 
(57) Quantifying Adverbs with Both Imperfective and Habitual Mode 
 
 a. (i) Haa   keidlí  tlákw   asháa.   
   1plPOSS dog always  IMPRV.3S.bark 
   Our dog always barks.      (LA) 
 
  (ii) Haa   keidlí  tlákw   asháa    nooch. 
   1plPOSS dog always  IMPRV.3S.bark HAB 
   Our dog always barks.      (LA) 
 
 b. (i) Ax̱   éesh  chʼa  tlákw   du tuwóo sigóo.  
   1sgPOSS father just always  IMPRV.3S.happy 
   My father is always happy.      (LA) 
 
  (ii) Ax̱   éesh  chʼa  tlákw   du tuwóo sigóo nooch. 
   1sgPOSS father just always  IMPRV.3S.happy HAB 
   My father is always happy.      (C) 
 
It therefore seems that there is no strong grammatical interaction between quantifying adverbs 
like tlákw ‘always’ and the habitual mode.  
 
8.2 Habitual Mode and Iterative Adverbs 
 
Bertinetto & Lenci (2000, 2012) and Boneh & Doron (2008) both observe that in several 
languages, habitual morphology is not compatible with so-called ‘iterative adverbs’ like six times 
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in English. I therefore sought to test whether there is a similar incompatibility in Tlingit between 
such iterative adverbs and habitual mode. As shown below, the two are indeed incompatible. 
 
(58) Frequency Adverbs are Incompatible with Habitual Mode 
 
 a. Yá yakyee,  Jáan  tleidooshúdahéen  aawalúk      wé           káaxwee.  
  today  John six.times  3O.PRV.3S.sip   DEM coffee 
  John drank coffee six times today.      (MD) 
 
 b. Jáan  tleidooshúdahéen  aawalúk   wé  káaxwee    
  John six.times  3O.PRV.3S.sip DEM coffee 
  John drank coffee six times.       (LA) 
 
 c. * Yá yakyee  Jáan  tleidooshúdahéen alóok   nooch  wé     káaxwee 
     today  John six.times      3O.IMPRV.3S.sip HAB DEM coffee 
 
As shown above, speakers rejected use of the habitual mode when the verb was modified by the 
iterative adverb tleidooshúdahéen ‘six times’ (58c).26 Puzzlingly, this is despite the fact that, as 
observed in Section 7 above, the habitual mode implies there are many events of the kind 
denoted by the verb. That is, the habitual mode in (58c) conveys that there are multiple events of 
John drinking coffee. At first glance, then, habitual mode seems like it should be compatible with 
the adverb tleidooshúdahéen ‘six times’, which would just quantify the number of drinking 
events there are. Contrary to this expectation, however, sentence (58c) is not acceptable to 
speakers, and so habitual morphology is not compatible with such ‘iterative adverbs’, a fact that 
is widely reported to hold for other languages as well (Bertinetto & Lenci 2000, 2012; Boneh & 
Doron 2008). 
 In future work, it should be examined whether previous analyses of facts like (58c) will 
indeed go through for Tlingit. Finally, I include below some additional, thematically related 
sentences, which were offered in the course of eliciting the sentences and judgments in (58).  
 
(59) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Tle du jín  kawdinét. 
  then 3POSS hand PRV.3S.shake 
  Then his hand was shaking.       (CM) 
 
 b. Káaxwee  adaná    sʼaatí  áwé. 
  coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.drink master COP 
  He’s the coffee-drinking master.      (JM) 
 
 
 

																																																								
26 Importantly, both LA and MD observe that if yá yakyee ‘today’ is removed from (58c), then the sentence 
becomes marginally better, but it means something along the lines of “John always drinks coffee six times.” That is, 
in such a sentence, tleidooshúdahéen ‘six times’ doesn’t count the total number of times John drank coffee, but 
instead how many times he drinks coffee at a single sitting or episode. 
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8.3 Habitual Mode and Time-Span Adverbs 
 
We saw in Section 4.1.1 that the habitual mode in Tlingit can be used to describe the personal 
habits of an individual. Personal habits, of course, can last for a particular period of time; for 
example, I myself had the habit of smoking cigarettes for ten years (between 1995 and 2005). 
Some habits may even last only a single day, though that’s perhaps harder to imagine. At any 
rate, one might therefore suppose that time-span adverbs like for ten years or yesterday could 
modify a habitual verb, and thereby specify the length of the habit in question. Curiously, 
however, Boneh & Doron (2008) report that this is not possible in Modern Hebrew. That is, 
when a verb in Modern Hebrew bears habitual morphology, a time-span adverb cannot be 
understood as describing the length of the habit. Naturally, we should ask whether a similar 
effect can be found for Tlingit verbs bearing the habitual mode. As shown below, we do indeed 
find such an effect. 
 
(59) Time-Span Adverbs and Habitual Mode in Tlingit 
 
 Scenario:   

John kept a beautiful garden for twenty years. Every day, he’d regularly go work in his 
garden. After twenty years, though, he gave up gardening.  

 
 a. Tleiḵáa  táakw x̱ʼáanáx̱ áwé  du  táay  yík  yéi jeewanei   
  twenty  year through FOC 3POSS garden in PRV.3S.work 
  He worked in his garden for twenty years.     (MD) 
 
 b. Tleiḵáa táakw  du  táay  yík  yéi jeewanei. Jeewudináḵ     dé 
  twenty  year 3POSS garden in PRV.3S.work 3O.PRV.3S.relinquish   now 
  He worked in his garden for twenty years. Now he’s given it up.  (LA) 
 
 c. * Tleiḵáa táakw x̱ʼáanáx̱ áwé  du  táay  yík  yéi jinaneich  
    twenty   year    through FOC 3POSS garden in  HAB.PRV.3S.work 
 
 In the scenario under (59), John’s habit of gardening held for a delimited period of time, 
twenty years. As shown in sentences (59a,b), speakers of Tlingit can describe the length of this 
habit by combining the time-span adverb tleiḵáa táakw (x̱ʼáanáx̱) ‘(for) twenty years’ with a verb 
in the perfective mode. Curiously, however – as shown in (59c) – speakers cannot express this 
meaning by combining the time-span adverb with a verb in the habitual mode, even though a 
habit is being described. This pattern is further illustrated in (60) below.  
 
(60) Time-Span Adverbs and Habitual Mode in Tlingit 
 

a. Tatgé     áwé  chʼa tlákw  káaxwee  alóok    Jáan.  
  yesterday   FOC just always coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.sip John 
  Yesterday, John was always drinking coffee.     (LA) 
 

b. * Tatgé      áwé  chʼa tlákw  káaxwee    alóok   nooch Jáan.  
  yesterday  FOC  just always coffee      3O.IMPRV.3S.sip HAB John 
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In sentence (60a), the time-span adverb tatgé ‘yesterday’ combines with a verb in the 
imperfective mode; the resulting sentence delimits the time when a multitude of events (drinking 
events) took place. Again, however, replacing the imperfective mode in (60a) with the habitual 
mode in (60b) results in ill-formedness. This is despite the fact that verbs in the habitual mode 
describe a multitude of events (Section 7) and are generally acceptable with the adverb tlákw 
‘always’ (Section 8.1).  
 We thus find that, as in Modern Hebrew, time-span adverbs in Tlingit cannot combine 
with habitual-marked verbs to describe the length of a habit. However, as noted by Boneh & 
Doron (2008), this does not mean that time-span adverbs are never acceptable with habitual-
marked verbs. In particular, if the time-span adverb in Modern Hebrew does not describe the 
length of the habit, but instead the length of the events making up the habit, then habitual 
morphology is possible. Such an effect can also be found to hold for the habitual mode in Tlingit. 
Consider, for example, the sentences in (61) below, each of which contains the time-span adverb 
násʼk gaaw x̱ʼáanáx̱ ‘for three hours’.  
 
(61) Time-Span Adverbs and Habitual Mode in Tlingit 
 
 Scenario:  When John kept his garden, he worked there for three hours every day.  
 
 a. Tlákw  násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jinaneich   Jáan.     
  always three hour through HAB.PRV.3S.work John 
  John always worked for three hours.      (MD) 
 
 b. Chʼa  tlákw  yagiyee Jáan  násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱   yéi jinaneich.  
  just always day  John three hour through   HAB.PRV.3S.work 
  John worked for three hours every day.     (LA) 
 
 c. Jáan  chʼa  tlákw  yagiyee násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jinaneich.  
  John just always day  three hour through HAB.PRV.3S.work 
  John worked for three hours every day.     (LA) 
 
In the scenario under (61), John’s habit (which lasted twenty years) consisted of daily activity 
that lasted a set amount of time each day. That is, in (61), the events making up John’s habit each 
lasted for a specified duration (three hours). Interestingly, the time-span adverbial násʼk gaaw 
x̱ʼáanáx̱ ‘for three hours’ can be combined with the habitual mode in (61a, b, c) to describe the 
length of the daily activities making up John’s habit.  
 We therefore find that – just as in Modern Hebrew (Boneh & Doron 2008) – when time-
span adverbs in Tlingit combine with a verb in the habitual mode, the resulting sentence cannot 
be understood to describe the length of the habit (60). However, it can be understood to describe 
the length of the events making up the habit (61). Future research should determine whether the 
existing analyses of this pattern in Modern Hebrew could also be extended to the parallel Tlingit 
facts in (60)-(61). Finally, I close this section by again listing some thematically related 
sentences offered by the elders in the course of eliciting the sentences and judgments above.  
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(62) Sentences Thematically Related to Those Above 
 
 a. Tatgé,   Bill  tlákw  áwé  káaxwee  alóok. 
  yesterday Bill always FOC coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.sip 
  Yesterday, Bill was always drinking coffee.     (JM) 
 
 b. Tatgé   Bill  ldakát  áwé  yax̱ akawlilóok. 
  yesterday Bill all FOC 3O.PRV.3S.drink.EXH 
  Yesterday, Bill drank up everything.      (JM) 
 
 c. Násʼk  gaaw  x̱ʼáanáx̱  yéi jeewanei  Jáan 
  three hour through PRV.3S.work John 
  John worked for three hours.       (LA) 
 
9.  Generalities Holding in the Future and Tlingit ‘Future Habitual’ 
 
All the sentences that we’ve considered thus far describe generalities that either hold at present 
or in the past. But, how does one describe generalities that will hold in the future? One can, after 
all, make predictions that certain people will have certain habits years from now. How are these 
kinds of statements expressed in Tlingit?  
 As shown below, Tlingit speakers simply use the plain future mode to express such future 
generalities. In the scenario under (63), we predict that a particular individual will go on to have 
a particular kind of habit (i.e., the habit of building houses). As the sentences in (63c) show, 
future mode can be used to assert the future existence of this habit. 
 
(63) Future Habits vs. Future Habitual in Tlingit 
 

a. Scenario: I’m very certain that my son will grow up to be an architect. He’s going 
to build houses for a living.  

 
 b. English Prompt: “My son will build houses.” 
 
 c. Tlingit Sentences Offered: 
 
  (i) Hít  agux̱layéix̱.    
   house 3O.FUT.3S.build 
   He will build houses.       (MD) 
 
  (ii) Hít  agux̱layéix̱   ax̱   yéet. 
   house 3O.FUT.3S.build 1sgPOSS son 
   My son will build houses.      (C) 
 
 d. Tlingit Sentence Rejected: 
  * Hít  agux̱layéix̱   nooch ax̱   yéet. 
    house 3O.FUT.3S.build HAB 1sgPOSS son    
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Furthermore, as shown in (63d), one cannot use the so-called ‘future habitual mode’ to express 
the future existence of a habit. Indeed, Leer (1991: 417-418) reports that this mode does not 
express a future habituality. Instead, the future habitual mode expresses that something 
habitually is about to happen. Thus, the meaning of sentence (63d) would actually be something 
akin to “My son is (always/often/sometimes) about to go build a house”. Leer (1991: 417) also 
reports that the future habitual is “very rare”, and it may have by now been lost from the 
language. None of the elders that I worked with on this project ever produced such forms, and 
none recognized sentence (63d) as having any identifiable meaning whatsoever.  
 
10. Generalities that Characterize Non-Subjects 
 
In all the examples of habitual and generic statements that we’ve considered thus far, the subject 
of the sentence is the entity that either (i) has the habit, or (ii) generally has the property in 
question. While this is a rather common form for habitual and generic statements, it is not the 
only form that such statements can take in English (Leslie & Lerner 2016). Consider, for 
example, sentences like the following. 
 
(64) Generic and Habitual Statements in English that Characterize Non-Subjects 
 
 a. Herring spawn in Auke Bay. 
 b. People dance in this room. 
 
Intuitively, sentence (64a) does not state that it is generally a property of herring that they spawn 
in Auke Bay; after all, there are a great many places all over the world where herring spawn. 
Rather, sentence (64a) seems to state that it is a characteristic property of Auke Bay that herring 
spawn there. Similarly, sentence (64b) does not state that it is generally a property of people that 
they dance in this room. Again, probably the majority of people on Earth don’t dance in 
whatever room that is. Rather, sentence (64b) seems to be saying that it is a characteristic/general 
property of this room that people dance there.  
 In summary, then, generic/habitual statements like (64a,b) do not characterize the subject 
of the sentence (herring, people); rather, they characterize some other, non-subject entity in the 
sentence (Auke Bay, this room). Consequently, we find that in English, it is possible for non-
subjects to be characterized in a habitual or generic statement. This, of course, raises the question 
of whether sentences like this are also possible in Tlingit. That is, can generalities in Tlingit also 
be understood to characterize non-subject arguments? Or, must generalities in Tlingit always be 
understood to characterize the subject?  
 As shown by the sentences below, it seems that Tlingit behaves like English in this 
regard; it is entirely possible for generalities in Tlingit to characterize non-subjects. 
 
(65) Generic and Habitual Statements in Tlingit that Characterize Non-Subjects 
 
 a. Tʼaaḵú wát  áxʼ   yei dalʼúxʼch    wé  tʼá.   
  Taku mouth 3PRO.at IMPRV.3S.spawn.REP DEM king.salmon 
  King salmon spawn at the mouth of the Taku River.    (MD) 
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 b. Tʼaaḵú wát  tlákw  áwé  udalʼúx̱ʼch   wé  tʼá.   
 Taku    mouth always FOC    HAB.PRV.3S.spawn DEM  king.salmon 

  King salmon always spawn at the mouth of the Taku River.   (C) 
 
 c. Wé  yaaw   Áakʼw Tí  has nadalʼúx̱ʼch  
  DEM herring  Auke Bay HAB.PRV.3S.spawn 
  Herring spawn in Auke Bay.       (SE) 
 
 d. Adulʼeix̱   yá  hít   yéexʼ.     
  IMPRV.IndefS.dance DEM building inside 
  People dance in this building.       (MD) 
 
 e. Lingít  alʼeix̱í     áa        yaa gaxíxch        yá      hít   yéexʼ. 
  people dancing  3PRO.at  PROG.IMPRV.3S.run.REP  DEM   building inside 
  Dancing takes place in this building.      (MD) 
 
Sentences (65a,b,c) are parallel to the English sentence in (64a); sentences (65d,e) are parallel to 
the English sentence in (64b). The subject of (65a,b,c) is either t’á ‘king salmon’ or yaaw 
‘herring’. Intuitively, though, these sentences do not characterize the breed of fish; instead, they 
characterize the locations in question. That is, sentences (65a,b) state that it is a characteristic 
property of the Taku River that king salmon spawn at its mouth; sentence (65c) states that it is a 
characteristic property of Auke Bay that herring spawn in it. Thus, the generalities in (65a,b,c) 
do not characterize the subject of the sentence, but instead the non-subject locative expression. 
Similarly, the subject of the sentences in (65d,e) is either du- ‘indefinite human / people’ or lingít 
alʼeix̱í ‘dancing’. Again, though, sentences (65d,e) are not understood as characterizing people or 
dancing; instead, they are understood as characterizing the building in question. That is, they 
state that it’s a characteristic property of the building that dancing takes place there. 
Consequently, the generalities in (65d,e) do not characterize the subject of the sentence, but 
instead the non-subject locative expression.  
 We therefore find that, just as in English, the habitual/generic statements of Tlingit 
needn’t be construed as characterizing the subject of the sentence. Rather, such sentences can 
sometimes be understood as describing the characteristic properties of non-subject arguments.27  
 
 
 

																																																								
27 The following sentences, taken from published sources, appear to be further examples of Tlingit generic 
sentences characterizing a non-subject phrase.  
 (i) Tʼáawaaḵ g̱eey yík alkʼwátʼ 
  canada.goose bay inside IMPRV.3S.lay.eggs 
  The canada goose lays eggs up the bay.    (Story & Naish 1973: 139) 
 (ii) X̱ʼaan yeenayátch  áwé yees  stoox  tóoxʼ 
  fire HAB.PRV.3S.last FOC new stove inside.at 
  Fire lasts in the new stove.      (Edwards 2009: 315) 
Intuitively, the sentence in (i) doesnʼt state that it is characteristic of Canada geese that they lay eggs in the bay; 
rather, it says that a characteristic property of the bay is that Canada geese lay eggs there. Similarly sentence (ii) 
doesn’t state that it is characteristic of fire that it lasts in the new stove; rather, it says that it is a characteristic of the 
new stove that fire lasts there. 
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11. Imperfective Mode vs. Habitual Mode and the Actualization of Generalities 
 
Thus far, we’ve seen that the meanings of the imperfective mode and the habitual mode differ in 
the following respects: (i) the habitual mode cannot be used to describe ‘ongoing’ states or 
events (Section 3, Section 7), (ii) the habitual mode cannot be used with ‘iterative’ adverbs like 
tleidooshúdahéen ‘six times’ (Section 8.2), (iii) when a verb in the habitual mode combines with 
a ‘time-span’ adverb like tleiḵáa táakw x̱ʼáanáx̱ ‘for twenty years’, the adverb cannot be 
understood as describing the length of the overall habit (Section 8.2). In this way, the Tlingit 
habitual mode behaves much like the habitual morphology described for many other, unrelated 
languages.  
 In addition to these kinds of effects, many languages that have both imperfective and 
habitual morphology have been reported to show another interesting contrast between the two. 
This contrast concerns whether the action described in the generality must have already 
happened. To begin, let us observe that generalities can be true even if the action they describe 
hasn’t actually happened yet. For example, the English generality in (66aii) can be truthfully said 
in scenario (66ai), where the coffee maker hasn’t actually ever been used yet. Similarly, the 
statement in (66bii) can be truthfully said in scenario (66bi), where John hasn’t actually started 
doing his job yet. 
 
(66) Generalities Can Be True Even If Their Action Hasn’t Happened (Yet) 
 
 a. (i) Scenario: This is a brand new coffee maker, and has never been used.  
  

 (ii) Sentence: This machine makes coffee.  
 

b. (i) Scenario: John has just signed a contract with the University. He’s now an 
   employee, though he doesn’t actually begin his duties until the fall. 
  

 (ii) Sentence: John works for the University.  
 

 Of course, English is by no means unique in this feature. It seems that in every language, 
a generality can be truthfully expressed even if the action it describes hasn’t actually happened 
yet. However, some languages do place special conditions on the morpho-syntactic form that 
such generalities take. In particular, it has often been reported that in languages that use either 
imperfective or habitual morphology to express a generality, only the imperfective can be used 
when the action hasn’t happened yet (Green 2000, Bittner 2008, Boneh & Doron 2008, 
Bertinetto & Lenci 2012, Carlson 2012). That is, in these languages, only imperfective – and not 
habitual – could be used to translate sentence (66aii) in scenario (66ai), and only imperfective 
(not habitual) could be used to translate sentence (66bii) in scenario (66bi).  
 This obviously raises the question again of whether the habitual mode in Tlingit also 
behaves in this manner. That is, in scenarios like (66ai) and (66bi), can the habitual be used to 
describe a generality like (66aii) or (66bii), or must the imperfective be used? As the data below 
show, the Tlingit habitual mode again behaves like habitual morphology in other languages.  
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(67) Habitual Mode is Not Possible if the Action of the Generality Has Not Yet Happened 
 
 a. Scenario:  We just bought a new coffee machine. It’s never before been used. But, 
  this is a great model of coffee machine. Everyone agrees that this model makes 
  great coffee. 
 
 b. Tlingit Sentences Offered: 
 

(i) Yá     yées  aa        washéen   ḵúnáx̱  linúktsi    coffee  áwé 
   DEM new  PART  machine   very    IMPRV.3S.sweet.REL coffee  FOC 
 

al.úkx̱ 
   3O.IMPRV.3S.boil.REP 
   This new machine boils very sweet coffee.    (SE) 
 
  (ii) Yá     yées  aa        washéen wé      yéi yakʼéiyi   
   DEM new  PART machine DEM  so  IMPRV.3S.good.REL 
 
   káaxwei alyéix̱ 
   coffee  3O.IMPRV.3S.make 

This new machine makes good coffee.    (JM) 
 

c. Tlingit Sentences Rejected: 
 

(i) ?? Yá  yées  aa        washéen   ḵúnáx̱  linúktsi     coffee  áwé   
     DEM new PART  machine   very    IMPRV.3S.sweet.REL   coffee  FOC 
 

ool.úkch 
   3O.HAB.PRV.3S.boil      (C) 

 
 Speaker Comments: 

   “No. That means that you’ve used it.” (SE) 
 
  (ii)    ?? Yá      yées  aa       washéen wé      yéi yakʼéiyi   
        DEM new  PART machine DEM  so  IMPRV.3S.good.REL 
 
   káaxwei oolyéx̱ch 
   coffee  3O.HAB.PRV.3S.make     (C)  
   
   Speaker Comments:  

• “No. Because, it’s brand new.” (CM) 
• “It’s deceiving… what you’re saying is that the coffee grinds are hot 

before the water’s actually poured on the coffee.” (JM) 
 
The scenario under (67a) is parallel to that in (66ai); the coffee maker is brand new and has never 
been used before. As we see in (67b), speakers of Tlingit can express the generality that ‘This 
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machine makes great coffee’ by using verbs in the imperfective mode. Finally, as shown in 
(67c), speakers rejected use of the habitual mode in this kind of scenario. Furthermore, the 
comments by the elders recorded above strongly suggest that their reason for rejecting the 
habitual mode is that it would imply that the coffee maker had been used in the past. This same 
pattern of judgments can also be witnessed in the following data. 
 
(68) Habitual Mode is Not Possible if the Action of the Generality Has Not Yet Happened 
 

a. Scenario: My dad has just signed a contract with the school. He’s officially their 
employee now. His first shift isn’t until next week, though.  

 
 b. Tlingit Sentences Offered: 
 
  (i) Ax̱       éesh     wé       sgóonxʼ  áwé  yéi jiné   yeedát 
   1sgPOSS  father   DEM   school.at FOC IMPRV.3S.work now 
   My dad works at the school now.     (SE) 
 
  (ii) Wé  sgóon  jeeyís  áwé  yéi jiné   yeedát. 

  DEM school for FOC IMPRV.3S.work now 
  My dad works for the school now.     (JM) 
 
c. Tlingit Sentence Rejected 

  ?? Ax̱   éesh  wé  sgóonxʼ  áwé  yéi jinanéich   yeedát 
      1sgPOSS father DEM school.at FOC HAB.PRV.3S.work now 
 
The scenario under (68a) is parallel to that in (66bi); although my father is an employee of the 
school, he hasn’t actually begun his duties just yet. As shown in (68b), the generality that ‘My 
father works for the school’ can be expressed in Tlingit by using the imperfective mode. 
However, as shown in (67b), in this scenario, the habitual mode cannot be used to express this 
generality.  
 We therefore find that, just as in many other languages, the habitual mode of Tlingit 
cannot be used to express a generality if the action described in the generality hasn’t happened 
yet. Instead, in such cases, imperfective mode must be used. Of course, in cases where the action 
in the generality has happened, both imperfective and habitual mode are possible. This is 
illustrated below.  
 
(69) Habitual and Imperfective Are Possible if the Action of the Generality Happened 
 
 a. Scenario: We have an old coffee machine, which we’ve used for years. This 
  coffee machine always makes great coffee. 
 
 b. Tlingit Sentences Offered and Accepted 
 

(i) Wé  wudisháani        káaxee washeen éetee yáanáx̱    
   DEM PRV.3S.age.REL  coffee  machine   very.much  
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   yakʼéiyi     káaxee   áwé  alyéix̱  
IMPRV.3S.good.REL    coffee   FOC 3O.IMPRV.3S.make 

   This old coffee machine makes really good coffee.  (JM) 
 
  (ii) Wé  wudisháani        káaxee washeen éetee yáanáx̱    
   DEM PRV.3S.age.REL  coffee  machine   very.much  
 
   yakʼéiyi     káaxee   áwé  oolyéx̱ch  

IMPRV.3S.good.REL    coffee   FOC 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.make 
   This old coffee machine makes really good coffee.  (C) 
 
  (iii) Yá  chʼáagu  aayí     chʼa yeisú  kʼidéin   
   DEM ancient   PART   just still well       
 
   linúktsi    al.úkx̱ 
   IMPRV.3S.sweet.REL 3O.IMPRV.3S.boil.REP 
   This old one still boils sweet (coffee) well.   (SE)	 
 
  (iv) Yá  chʼáagu  aayí     chʼa yeisú  kʼidéin   
   DEM ancient   PART   just still well       
 
   linúktsi    ool.úkch 
   IMPRV.3S.sweet.REL 3O.HAB.PRV.3S.boil 
   This old one still boils sweet (coffee) well.   (SE) 
 
In the scenario in (69a), the coffee machine is old and has been used many times. Consequently, 
the action of it making great coffee has indeed happened many times in the past. As we see in 
(69bii) and (69biv), in this kind of scenario, habitual mode can now be used to express the 
generality that ‘This machine makes great coffee’. Of course, imperfective mode is possible too 
((69bi), (69biii)).  
 
12. Imperfective Mode vs. Habitual Mode and Narrative Progression 
 
In his study of the habitual and imperfective modes, Leer (1991: 398-404) observes that the two 
modes behave differently in connected narrative discourse. Leer’s description is quite detailed 
and nuanced, and it is beyond the scope of this report to summarize it in full. In brief, however, 
Leer reports that the key differences between habitual and imperfective mode can be seen most 
easily in so-called ‘habitual narratives’. Such narratives are exemplified in English below.  
 
(70) Short Habitual Narrative in English 
 a. Every morning, my mom wakes up early. 
 b. She goes to the store, and buys milk and eggs for us. 
 c. Then she comes home. 
 d. She feeds the dogs and the cats. 
 e. Our dogs always bark at everyone. 
 f. Then finally she feeds us. 
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(71) Short Habitual Narrative in English 
 a. Cats hunt for mice. 
 b. At night, they go outside to hunt. 
 c. They hide in the bushes.  
 d. When the see a mouse, they leap at it. 
 e. They always take some inside. 
 
The narratives above are ‘habitual’, in that they do not describe a specific sequence of individual 
events, but instead present a general sequence of event-types, which typically occur in the 
sequence indicated.  
 It is important to note that in the habitual narratives constructed above, some of the 
sentences don’t actually describe events that are part of the main narrative. For example, in the 
narrative in (70), sentence (70e) is a kind of ‘aside’ from the main narrative; it states a general 
property our dogs have (that of barking at everyone), which is relevant to the main narrative but 
not an event in that narrative. That is, unlike the other sentences in (70), sentence (70e) is not 
telling us what happens in our usual morning routine, but instead presents a general (but related) 
fact about our dogs. Similarly, in the narrative in (71), sentence (71a) is a general introduction to 
the topic of the narrative. Unlike the other sentences in (71), sentence (71a) doesn’t tell us what a 
cat typically does when it goes out hunting. Rather, it is a general (but related) fact about cats, 
one that the rest of the narrative provides more detail about. 
 The reason for noting these features of the discourses in (70)-(71) is that Leer (1991: 398-
404) predicts they should have an effect upon the choice between habitual and imperfective 
mode. Without going into the details, Leer’s overall analysis of imperfective and habitual mode 
would predict that in ‘asides’ like (70e) and ‘introductions’ like (71a), imperfective mode should 
be preferred. Furthermore, Leer’s account would predict that in the other sentences of (70) and 
(71), habitual mode should be preferred. Finally, it should be noted that Leer’s theory only 
predicts a preference for imperfective in (70e) and (71a); it does not rule out completely the 
possibility of habitual mode in those sentence, or the possibility of imperfective mode in the 
other sentences of those narratives.  
 I sought to explore these predictions of Leer’s (1991) analysis, by simply asking elders to 
translate the English narratives above. The following sentences catalog the ways in which the 
narrative in (70) was translated. 
 
(72) Translations of the Short Habitual Narrative in (70) 
 
 a. (i) Chʼa  tlákw  tsʼootaat  áwé  kei usg̱éetch  
   just always morning FOC HAB.PRV.3S.get.up 
 
   chʼa  yóokʼ  ax̱   tláa. 
   just early 1sgPOSS mother      
   Every morning, my mother gets up early.    (MD) 
 
  (ii) Ax̱   tláa    chʼa  tlákw  chʼa  yóokʼ   
   1sgPOSS mother   just always just early 
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   kei usg̱éetch   tsʼootaatxʼ. 
   HAB.PRV.3S.get.up morning.at      
   My mother always gets up early in the morning.   (LA) 
 
 b. Xʼáaxʼ héeni  ḵa  kʼwátʼ  haa   x̱ʼéis   aawa.oo.   
  apple.juice and egg 1plPOSS mouth.for 3O.PRV.3S.buy 
  She buys (bought?) apple juice and eggs for us.    (MD) 
 
 c. Yáaxʼ  áwé  neil ugútch 
  this.at FOC home HAB.PRV.3S.walk 
  Then she comes home.           (MD)(LA) 
 
 d. Wé  keitl  ḵa  dóosh  a    x̱ʼéix̱   at teex̱. 
  DEM dog and cat 3POSS   mouth.at IndefO.IMPRV.3S.give.REP 
  She feeds the dogs and the cats.      (LA) 
 
 e. (i) Haa         keidlí  tlákw  asháa.   

 1pl.POSS    dog always IMPRV.3S.bark 
 Our dogs always bark.      (LA) 
 
(ii) Haa   keidlí  tlákw  asháa    nooch.  

   1pl.POSS    dog always IMPRV.3S.bark HAB 
   Our dogs always bark.      (LA) 
 
 f. A    ítdáx̱           áwé      haa       x̱ʼéix̱  at teex̱.  
  3POSS   after.from   FOC    1pl.POSS    mouth.at     IndefO.IMPRV.3S.give.REP 
  After that, she feeds us.       (LA) 
 
Let us note the following interesting features of the translation above. First, as predicted by 
Leer’s account, the imperfective mode was indeed used to translate the ‘aside’ in sentence (72e). 
However, the same elder (LA), also offered a translation involving the habitual mode, in (72eii). 
Additionally, imperfective mode was used in the translation of some of the other sentences in the 
narrative – (72d) and (72f) – though it’s perhaps also worth noting that those verbs additionally 
bear repetitive/iterative/frequentative morphology. Finally, one sentence of the habitual narrative 
was translated using perfective mode (72b). I found this quite surprising, and so rechecked this 
translation with the elders (MD and LA) multiple times; the elders consistently reported it as an 
accurate translation. This puzzling use of the perfective mode should be explored further in 
future work.  
 In summary, then, the elders’ translation in (72) of the narrative in (70) is consistent with 
– but does not offer striking support for – Leer’s (1991) description of how imperfective and 
habitual mode behave in discourse. Let us now consider how the elders translated the habitual 
narrative in (71).  
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(73) Translations of the Short Habitual Narrative in (71) 
 
 a. (i) Dóosh  áwé  kutsʼeen  has alʼóon.    
   cat FOC mouse  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt 
   Cats hunt mice.       (MD) 
 
  (ii) Kutsʼeen  has alʼóon    wé  dóosh.   

  mouse  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt DEM cat 
  Cats hunt mice.       (SE) 
 
 (iii) Dóosh  áwé  kutsʼeen  has analʼóonch.   
  cat FOC mouse  PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.hunt 

Cats hunt mice.       (MD) 
 

  (iv)  Kutsʼeen  has alʼóon       nooch wé  dóosh.   
  mouse  PL.3O.IMPRV.3S.hunt  HAB DEM cat 
  Cats hunt mice.       (SE) 

   
b. (i) Taatxʼ   áwé  has analʼóonch   gáanxʼ  
  night.at FOC PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.hunt outside.at 
  They hunt outside at night.      (LA) 
 
 (ii) Xáanaax’  áwé  gáanx̱   has lugooḵ   nooch  

   evening.at FOC outside.at PL.IMPRV.3S.run HAB 
 
   alʼóon    yís. 
   IMPRV.3S.hunt for 
   In the evening, they run around outside to hunt.   (CM) 
 
 c. (i) Atgutóoxʼ  has analsínch. 
   woods/bush.at HAB.PRV.3S.hide  
   They hide in the bushes.      (MD) 
 
  (ii) Gáanxʼ  ḵu.aa  wásʼ  tóotx̱   has oolsínch.   
   outside.at though bush inside.at HAB.PRV.3S.hide 

They hide in the bushes outside.     (JM) 28 
 
 d. (i) Kutsʼeen  has awusteení,   a  káx̱  
   mouse  PL.3O.PRV.3S.see.SUB 3POSS surface.at  
 
   has ushkʼéinch 

PL.HAB.PRV.3S.jump 
   When they see a mouse, they jump on it.    (LA) 
																																																								
28 The verbal themes in (73ci) and (73cii) are the same, a-li-sin ‘hide’. The difference in the verbal forms of these 
sentences reflects a disagreement between JM and MD over the conjugation class of this verb. MD inflects the verb 
as if it is na-conjugation, while JM inflects it as if it is ∅-conjugation. 
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  (ii) Awusteení   kutsʼeen,  a   káx̱  
   3O.PRV.3S.see.SUB mouse  3POSS  surface.at  

 
  has kadukʼéin 

PL.IMPRV.3S.jump  
   When they see a mouse, they jump on it.    (SE) 
 
  (iii) Awusteení   kutsʼeen,  a   káx̱  
   3O.PRV.3S.see.SUB mouse  3POSS  surface.at  

 
   ishkʼéin 
   IMPRV.3S.jump 
   When it sees a mouse, it jumps on it.     (SE) 
 
 e. (i) Yáaxʼ  áwé  neilxʼ       yei s usneech       wé         kutʼseen.  
              this.at FOC inside.at    PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.bring  DEM       mouse 
   Then they bring the mouse inside.     (MD) 
 
  (ii) Neil  has akoojélch,    aawajág̱i   aa.   
   inside PL.3O.HAB.PRV.3S.bring 3O.PRV.3S.kill.REL PART 

They bring inside the ones that they kill.    (SE) 
  
Let us now note the following key features of this translation. First, as predicted by Leer’s 
account, the imperfective mode was indeed used to translate the ‘introduction’ in (73a). 
However, again, the same elders (MD and SE) also offered translations using the habitual mode 
((73aiii) and (73aiv)). In addition, the elders did use imperfective mode to translate another line 
of the narrative, (73d) – though again a translation with the habitual mode was also offered 
(73di). In summary, then, the translation in (73) of the habitual narrative in (71) is consistent 
with Leer’s (1991) description of how imperfective and habitual mode behave in discourse, 
though it does not provide especially strong evidence in favor of it.  
 Finally, I include below a Tlingit narrative that was recorded in the course of eliciting the 
translations above. This narrative is version of the one in (72), but it is a ‘past episodic’ narrative, 
rather than being a habitual narrative.  
 
(74) ‘Past Episodic’ Version of the Tlingit Narrative in (72) 
 
 a. Ḵáa  shukát  áwé  shadanúk   ax̱   tláa 
  person before FOC IMPRV.3S.wake 1sgPOSS mother 
  My mother woke up before everyone.      (JM) 
 
 b. Wé  wasóos   lʼáa tux̱án  ḵa  kʼwátʼ  haa           jiyís aawa.oo.  
  DEM cow   milk  and egg 1plPOSS  for 3O.PRV.3S.buy 
  She bought milk and eggs for us.      (SE) 
  
 c. Wé  neil  gagúdín,   wé  keitlxʼ  ḵa  dóosh  tsú  
  DEM home  COND.3S.walk DEM dog.PL and cat also  
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  has du   x̱ʼéix̱   at wootee 
  PL.3.POSS mouth.at IndefO.PRV.3S.bring 
  When she arrived at home, she fed the dogs and the cat.   (JM) 
 
 d. (i) Haa   keitlxʼi  has asháa   nooch.    
   1plPOSS dog.PL  PL.IMPRV.3S.bark HAB 
   Our dogs barked.       (JM) 
 
  (ii) Wé  haa   keitlxʼi  has a   sháach  
   DEM 1plPOSS dog.PL  PL.3POSS bark.INST 
 
   yaa s ḵuklajáḵch. 
   PL.IndefO.PROG.IMPRV.3S.kill 
   Our dogs would be killing people with their barking.  (SE) 
 
 e. Ldakát hás  yan has at wux̱áayi,        aag̱áa  áwé  tsá  
  everyone COMPL.PL.IndefO.PRV.3S.eat.SUB    3O.after FOC then 
 

haa   éex̱  ḵoohaa. 
  1plPOSS at IMPRV.3S.be.turn 
  After everyone had finished eating, then it was our turn.   (SE) 
 
13. Basic Syntactic Features of the Ergative Postposition in Tlingit 
  
As mentioned on Section 1, a final issue I examined during my time with the elders was the 
behavior of the so-called ‘ergative’ postposition –ch. I principally tested certain generalizations 
made by Dzéiwsh (James Crippen; PhD Student, UBC) regarding when the ergative postposition 
can and cannot be used in a sentence. As we will see in this section, all of Dzéiwsh’s 
generalizations were confirmed. 
 First, let us note that the ergative postposition can only be used on the subject of a 
transitive verb theme. As shown below, it cannot be used on the subject of an intransitive verb 
theme, even when that subject is especially ‘agentive’, like with the verb a-ya-l’oon ‘dance’.  
 
(75) Ergative Postposition Not Possible with Intransitive Verbs 
 
 a. Ax̱   tláa   alʼeix̱. 
  1sgPOSS mother  IMPRV.3S.dance 
  My mother is dancing.        (LA) 
 
 b. Alʼeix̱    ax̱   tláa. 
  IMPRV.3S.dance 1sgPOSS mother 
  My mother is dancing.        (C) 
 
 c. * Ax̱   tláach   alʼeix̱. 
     1sgPOSS mother.ERG IMPRV.3S.dance     
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 d. * Alʼeix̱   ax̱   tláach 
     IMPRV.3S.dance 1sgPOSS mother.ERG     
 
Secondly, the ergative postposition is possible on the subject of any transitive verb, including 
stative transitive themes like si-x̱án ‘love’, where the subject is not especially agentive. 
 
(76) Ergative Postposition Is Possible on Non-Agentive Transitive Subjects 
 

Ax̱   tláach   asix̱án    ax̱   éesh.  
 1sgPOSS mother.ERG 3O.IMPRV.3S.love 1sgPOSS father 

Moy mother loves my dad.        (LA) 
 
Interestingly, one elder even used the ergative postposition with the verbal theme du tuwáa sigóo 
‘want’. The presence of the ergative in (77) below indicates that LA has analyzed this theme as a 
transitive one, even though it is etymologically an intransitive theme with a complex subject. 
 
(77) Ergative Postposition Is Possible on Non-Agentive Transitive Subjects 
 
 Ax̱   tláach   alʼeix̱    du tuwáa sigóo 
 1sgPOSS mother.ERG. IMPRV.3S.dance 3O.IMPRV.3S.want 
 My mother wants to dance.        (LA) 
 
 Most importantly, the presence of the ergative postposition seems (at least for some 
speakers) to depend upon the word order of the transitive sentence. In a sentence with the word 
order ‘Subject, Object, Verb’ (SOV), the ergative postposition is merely optional; the subject can 
appear either with it (78a) or without it (78b).  
 
(78) Ergative Postposition Optional with SOV Word Order 
 
 a. Ax̱   tláach   wé  sakwnéin  aawax̱áa.  
  1sgPOSS mother.ERG DEM bread  3O.PRV.3S.ate 
  My mother ate the bread.       (MD) 
   
 b. Ax̱   tláa   wé  sakwnéin  aawax̱áa.   
  1sgPOSS mother  DEM bread  3O.PRV.3S.ate  
  My mother ate the bread.       (C) 
 
In every other possible word order, however, the ergative postposition must appear on the 
sentence. As shown below, if the word order is ‘Subject, Verb, Object’ (SVO), then the ergative 
postposition must be used. 
 
(79) Ergative Postposition Required with SVO Word Order 
 
 a. Ax̱   tláach   aawax̱áa   wé  sakwnéin.   
  1sgPOSS mother.ERG. 3O.PRV.3S.ate DEM bread 
  My mother ate the bread.       (LA) 
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 b. * Ax̱   tláa   aawax̱áa   wé  sakwnéin.   
     1sgPOSS mother  3O.PRV.3S.ate DEM bread   
 
The ergative postposition is also required when the word order is ‘Object, Subject, Verb’ (OSV). 
 
(80) Ergative Postposition Required with OSV Word Order 
 
 a. Wé  sakwnéin  áwé  ax̱       tláach         aawax̱áa.  
  DEM bread  FOC 1sgPOSS  mother.ERG    3O.PRV.3S.ate 
  My mother ate the bread.       (C) 
 
 b. * Wé   sakwnéin  áwé  ax̱       tláa          aawax̱áa.  
     DEM  bread  FOC 1sgPOSS  mother              3O.PRV.3S.ate  
 
 Speaker Comments: “It (sentence (80b)) sounds like the bread ate the mother” (MD)(LA) 
 
The ergative postposition must also be used when the word order is ‘Verb, Object, Subject’ 
(VOS).  
 
(81) Ergative Postposition Required with VOS Word Order 
 
 a. Aawakʼítʼ   wé  sakwnéin  ax̱   tláach   
  3O.PRV.3S.eat.up DEM bread  1sgPOSS mother.ERG 
  My mother ate up the bread.       (LA) 
 
 b. * Aawakʼítʼ   wé  sakwnéin  ax̱   tláa   
  3O.PRV.3S.eat.up DEM bread  1sgPOSS mother   
 
Similarly, the ergative postposition must be used when the word order is ‘Verb, Subject, Object’ 
(VSO). 
 
(82) Ergative Postposition Required with VSO Word Order 
 
 a. Aawakʼítʼ   ax̱   tláach   wé  sakwnéin. 
  3O.PRV.3S.eat.up 1sgPOSS mother.ERG DEM bread 
  My mother ate up the bread.       (C) 
 
 b. * Aawakʼítʼ   ax̱   tláa   wé  sakwnéin. 
     3O.PRV.3S.eat.up 1sgPOSS mother  DEM bread   
 
Finally, the ergative postposition must be used when the sentence is in ‘Object, Verb, Subject’ 
word order.  
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(83) Ergative Postposition Required with OSV Word Order 
 
 a. Sakwnéin  aawakʼítʼ   ax̱   tláach.  
  bread  3O.PRV.3S.eat.up 1sgPOSS mother.ERG 
  My mother ate up the bread.       (LA) 
  
 b. * Sakwnéin  aawakʼítʼ   ax̱   tláa 
     bread  3O.PRV.3S.eat.up 1sgPOSS mother    
   
 In summary, the ergative postposition is only optional when the word order of the 
sentence is SOV. In all the other logically possible word orders for a transitive sentence, the 
ergative postposition must be used on the subject. Finally, let us note that this not merely a 
pragmatic phenomenon. That is, the need to use the ergative postposition with OSV, SVO, OVS, 
VSO, and VOS word orders is not merely to disambiguate the sentence and clarify to the listener 
which noun is the subject. In all the sentences above, general world-knowledge should alone 
clarify that the subject is the mother and the object is the bread; after all, bread cannot eat a 
mother. Nevertheless, speakers reported that the ergative postposition was absolutely required in 
(79)-(83). In fact, removing the postposition in (80) resulted in the sentence meaning ‘the bread 
ate the mother’, which the elders found to be humorous. Consequently, the pattern of judgments 
in (78)-(83) should be viewed as a strictly grammatical (syntactic) phenomenon.   
 Finally, it should be noted that among the many other Tlingit sentences in this report, 
there are a few that seem to be counterexamples to the generalizations in (79)-(83). That is, there 
are some sentences above where (i) the subject does not bear the ergative postposition, but (ii) 
the word order is not SOV. Such sentences can be found in (13c, f, g), (15a), (18d), (24n, r), 
(25h, i, j, k, m, n), (58a, b), (60a), (63c), and (73a). It should also be noted, however, that none of 
these sentences are OSV; all these sentences are either SVO, OVS, or VOS. Thus, in all the 
apparent counterexamples above, either the subject or the object is at the right periphery of the 
sentence. Consequently, it could be that in these sentences, the right-peripheral noun phrase is 
some kind of dislocated afterthought, akin to an English sentence like “My father drinks it – 
coffee.” If this is the case, then those peripheral noun phrases are not really a part of the core 
sentence, and so the core sentence is – contrary to appearance – not really SVO, OVS, or VOS. 
This may be why the ergative postposition doesn’t need to appear on the subject in these 
sentences. Future research should determine whether this line of analysis is at all plausible for 
these apparent counterexamples to the pattern seen in (79)-(83).  
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